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Two-three sentences with a brief project description and succinct explanation of how the project is time 
sensitive, catalytic and risk-tolerant/ innovative: 
The project is catalytic and time sensitive as it aims to mitigate and address growing conflict and tensions occurring 
among rural agricultural communities in The Gambia, affected by the increasing impacts of climate change on their 
lives and livelihoods. The conflicts are triggered by rising sea levels caused by the encroachment of the coastline/river 
boundaries, significantly reducing the size of arable land and salination of the river and arable land which 
progressively reduces the soil fe11ility and in consequence agricultural production: and increasing eJTatic rainfall 
patterns leading to extraordinary drought patterns and destructive/erratic rain storms. The impact is devastating to
agricultural lands resulting in severe water run-off and erosion of topsoil which has progressively negatively 
impacting sol! fertility. These factors are pushing communities to encroach to neighbouring communities as they 
search to access arable land thus increasing the competition and tensions among them. 

The project will ensure that communities minimize/mitigate conflict and tensions related to encroachment of land in 
neighbouring community farms, as well as minimize escalating competition for scarce natural resources. Analysis of 
climate conflict has identified a need for strong gender mainstreaming approach for assured sustainable peace 
building and mitigating climate change measures, as climate change security was found to impact women, men and 
youth - differently, Climate change has a greater negative impact on those sections of the population, that are 
most reliant on natural resources for their livelihoods and/or who have the least capacity to respond to natural hazards, 
such as droughts, salination etc\ Women in The Gambia commonly lack access to financial resources4

• face higher 
risks and greater burdens from the impacts of climate change as land is the fondamental resource which ensures their
livelihood as the primary food producers, particularly in rice production and in h01iiculture5 . Women's and young
people's unequal participation in decision-making processes and labour markets compound inequalities and often
prevent women from fully contributing to climate-related planning, policy-making and implementation". The project
will therefore engage women and youth to ensure that they have opportunities, resources and influence to support
climate change response with conflict mitigation, "do no harm principles" and conservation outcomes. The catalytic
effect referred to is espoused in UN Women in 20157, ·women's empowerment and gender equality have a catalytic
effect on the achievement of human development. good governance, sustained peace, and harmonious dynamics
between the environment and human populations'.

Summarize the in-country project consultation and endorsement process prior to submission to PBSO, 
including through any PBF Steering Committee where it exists, including whether civil society and target 
communities were consulted and hm\': 

·' 2019 United Nations Framework Convention on C!iin.:Hi: Change
4 UNCDF. 2019, Power Ass.:ssment of\\'omen·s EconomJC Enipowennen1 m The Gambia 
-' African Development Bank Group. October 20! 1. THE GA\IBik COC'.\TRY GE'.\DERPlWHLf,. 
6 Conflict and Devetopment Analysis. The Gambia.2019 
7 https :/ /www. weforu m. org/ ag enda/2 0 19 /09 /\ vb y -w omen-cannot• bc•s pccta tt ws-i n-th e-c ! i mat C•Chan ge-batt I el 
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The consortia agencies for this project (WFP, UNFPA and ITC), established a working group under the leadership 
ofWFP, which met routinely during project design and development. To ensure accuracy of information and ground 
truth responses proposed, the consortia conducted over 12 community consultations in 6 villages experiencing 
heightened climate conflict, which provided community feedback on needs and proposed activities. In addition, the 
proposal has been developed in close partnership with Government of The Gambia, through the Ministt,, of 
Environment, Climate Change and Natural Resource (MoECCNAR), Department for Community Development, 
Ministrv of Am·iculture and the Ministrv of Women, Children and Social Welfare, as well as The Gambia Red Cross, 

Project Gender Marker score: _ 2_ 
Specify% and$ of total project budget allocated to activities in direct pursuit of gender equality and women's 
empowennent: 47% representing $794,379.91 (inc operational costs). 

Project Risk Marker score: _I_' 

Select PBF Focus Areas which best summarizes the f'Ocus of the project (select ONLY one): 2,3 
0 

-- , _ _

If applicable, UNDAF outcome(s) to which the project contributes: 
Outcome 2.5: Youth and Gender; Outcome 3.1: Agriculture and Food Security; Outcome 3.2: Natural Resources 
and Environment Management 

If applicable, Sustainable Development Goal to which the pr(lject contributes: 
Significant conn·ibution: Goal 1 No Pove1ty; Goal I 3 Climate Action; 
Moderate Contribution: Goal 2 Zero Hunger; Goal 5 Gender Equality: Goal 9 Think of Innovative New Ways to 
Repurpose Old Material; Goal I 5 Life on Land 

If applicable, National Strategic Goal to which the project contributes: 

Climate�Integrated Agriculture and Natural Resources Policy 2009�2015; 
Local Government Act 2002; 
National Gender and Women's Empowerment Policy 20 I 0-2020:

the National Development Plan 2018-2021: 
National Climate Change Policy (NCCP) 20 l 6; 
Strategic Programme for Climate Resilience (SPCR) 2017 

Type of submission: If it is a project amendment, select all changes that apply and provide a 
brief justification: 

D New project 

181 Project amendment Extension of duration: 181 Additional duration in months ( 3 rnollths. from 
31 ',\ Deccm!wr 21.L? ! to I March

Change of project outcome/ scope: □
Change of budget allocation between outcomes or budget categories of 
more than 15 1

1/0: D 

Additional PBF budget: □ Additional amount by recipient organization: 
USD NIA 

8 
Risk marker O = low risk to achieving outcomes 

Risk marker l medium risk to achieving, outcomes 
Risk marker 2 = high risk to achieving outcomes 
9 

PBF F'ocus Areas are 
( 1.1) SSR, ( 1.2) Rule of Law: ( 1.3) DDR: ( 1.4) Political Dialogue_ 
(2. ! ) National reconciliation: (2.2) Democrntic Governance: (2,3) Conflict prevention1management: 
(3.1) Employment (3.2) Equitable access to social services 
( 4.1) Strengthening of essen!ial national state capacity: I 4.2) ,;xtension of state authority, local administnltion: ( 4.3) Govemanc�' of 
peacebui!ding resources (including PBF Secrdariats) 
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Brief justification for amendment: 

The anienclment ls for an ext ens ton of 3 months for the project closure 

date, which will take the date of project closure to 3J.': 1 March 2022, There 

will be no change of budget and no change of scope/ outcorne. 

The vast rnajocity of activities under the project have been finaHzed or wm

be completed by end of December 2.02 J. with only few remaining act1vit'ies 

to be cornpleted during the extension. To date the project has seen strong 

pecicc rnovernents in the tHr-get comrnunities, with at conflict 

communities of Sarnbang Fula and S..:irnbang Mandinka joining together 

and becorning the cornrnunity of United Sarnbang, as well as the Joint 

youth and cornrnunity leadership exercises bringing tog(�ther at conflict 

cornmun1tres providing tangible and practical results from the project 

tictivfties. Clirnate adaptation activities such as tree planting, livelihoods 

and infrastructure will have a more long term irnpact which the projecta'tm 

to evidence in the comrnunity perception surveys. However unexpected 

adrninistratlve delays have caused issues in specific activities, and the 

election period hvs caused delays with an irnpternenting partner on one of 

the remaining activities. 

The presidential election of 4'" December 2021, pre-election carnpaign 

activities and post election en1ergencv preparedness activities have caused 

significant delays for key implernenting partners in the project, who have 

either had to shift organiz<Hiona! priorities to the election or have had 

irnp!e1T1(�r·1tation tirnel'lne:, delayed due to election events. A major 

implementing partner for the World Food Programme is the Gaff1bia Red 

Cross Society (GRCS), and are responsible for the majority of the remaining 

activities untd project dose. However, they are also the rnain first 

responder in the (j;unbia for emergency response and cornmunity 

rnobi!ization, Due to this and the elections, GRCS have had to shift their 

operational focus frorn development activities to preparing for elections. 

This has caused delays in in:rplen1entation of PBF activitif:s, as they f1ave 

not been ?!bk: to cornrnence activities until post e!ectlons. The remaining 

activities to be conducted by GRCS are training of beneficiaries on eco~ 

stoves, as well as desilting of canals and irrigation systerns, 

Construction of rice drying floors hi'ls a!so experienced severe delays due 

to avoilability of rnaterial. WFP is working with the National Coordinating 

Organ"ization for F:arnwrs Association in the Gambic1 {NACOFAC.i) for the 

construction of 9 rice dr·yfng floors arnong target comrnunities, However 

there has been signific,rnt delay in the fmptementatlon due to the 

ctvarlability of the correct amount ,md correct type of concrete in the 

Gambia, Add'1tionally, th'1s delay has caused issues with the legal 

agreements, which had to be extended due to the new timelines, and this 

a!so caused delays. 

The delay in project closure due to finalizatlon of lega! agreernents with 

the University of the Gambia (UtG) for the project research has 

experienced issue; duQ to the delays of agencies !ega! review process, with 
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finafization of tht: agreement taking longer than expt:cted to finalise. This 

was due to internal rriechcmisms understanding as to whether an MoU, 

FLA or contract services is relevant for the partnership, along with delays 

ln receiving comrnents ln a tin1ely fashion. The agreement between 
the UN Agcincy and UtG has now been finalized and impfementation 

tirneline finalized, however·, it wit! run over the original end of project 
date, 

The planned activities for the 3 month NCE are; 

l. With the successful procurement of concrete by NACOFAG ctnd
the finalization of the exten�.;"I011 to the contract with NACOFAG,

they wi!I finctlise the instaflation of 9 rice drying floors '1n target

comrnunlties. The are expected to be delivered between the end
of December 2021 and January 2022.

2. With the elections successfully completed and no emergency

capabil"lty required GRCS, the finalization of the !ast rnajor

activity for the project can be completed. The target will be to 

desilt cJnals and irrigation systems that are causing flooding, or

reducing the rate: of water flow around agricultural tand and
cmnmunities.

3. With th(� elections successfully completed and no emergency
capability required GIKS, they will be able to finalise the
mobi!!Ziitkm and transportation of beneficiaries to training centers
to train beneficiaries on the benefits of eco stoves, ;rnd their use.

This activity is expected to be completed by end of Jr:muary 2022
as the and participants have already been ident'if1ed, lt ls 

the ,i, •• 1��- w,._,11 and date to be finalized. 

4. The Mou with the of the Garnbia and rneetings have 

been he!d to discuss the implenwntation period of the project 

research to b(::' conducted to fook into climate conflict, 

environment and peace is.sues in the Gambia, It has been agreed 

the r·esearch w"i!! take 6 weeks to complete from start to finish and 

wifl include all PBF project activ"ities and other environment/ 
conflict activities in the Gambia, This activity ls to be expected to 
be finalized the end of February 202.2, 

5. The project will use the month of March 2022 to conduct

perception surveys and end of project reports in each of the JO

target communities to sufficiently capture a!l results framework

data as well as to gather inforrncttion about the implementation of
the project's theory of change. Th!s will also provide ctdditional
datct for the evr1luatton, which will commenced before the end of

March 2022.

Activity 

Construction of 9 rice drying 
floors 

Delisting of canals 

Eco stove training 

Climate Conflict Research 

Project Perceotion Survevs 

.Jan Feb Mar c\pr May lune 
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.\'11/c: /(//11s was on amem/111..:111 .. \ho\!' any change.\ fo the pnyeet document III RJ:'/J 1;0/our or 111 
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I. Peacebuilding Context and Rationale for PBF support (4 pages max)

a) A brief summmy of conflict analysis findings as they relate to this project, focusing on the driving
factors of tensions/conflict that the project aims to address and an analysis of the main actors/
stakeholders that have an impact on or are impacted by the driving factors, which the project will
aim to engage. This analysis must be gender� and age- sensitive.

The Gambia has a population of 2, l million and the economy is largely dependent on agriculture, which 
contributing to 25% of GDP from 1994 to 2013 and employing approximately 70% of the labour force." 
Despite the fact that the agricultural sector is the largest economic contributor, the supply does not meet the 
national demand. Thus, the population is faced with rising food insecurity, poverty, and malnutrition. 
Women, youth and people living with disabilities are the most affected by these factors. At the same time, 
the history of 22 years authoritarianism and political instability remain the most salient causes of steadily 
worsening fragility in The Gambia, unlike most countries in the West African region that have become 
increasingly stable over the past decade". 

The above factors have made the country more fragile and prone to climate change related vulnerabilities 
due to weakened institutions and lack of human capital and infrastructure investment. As outlined in the 
Conflict and Development Analysis in The Gambia (2019), the previous government's legacy is still 
prevalent with continuous degradation of natural resources and pollution, inadequate fannland governance 
and dispute resolution practices, violence, and civil society unity during the cmTent transition period 13. On 
a national level. "vulnerabilities of climate and natural environment" act as some of the key drivers of 
conflict and instability 14

• Social behaviors and attitudes. especially, the lack of education and familiarity
about civics and the roles and responsibilities by all actors in a democratic system, continue to support the 
rise of social tensions 15, Particularly youths practice their freedom of speech through an increasing number
of quickly escalating protests on weaknesses of institutional mechanisms as well as environmental 
issues16rn819. 

As the smallest country in the African mainland, the critical pressure on limited natural resources is under 
the risk of being subject to a rapid escalation. Thus. the CDA report places climate change adaptation 
interventions at the core of the agenda for national peacebuilding. In fact, the CDA recognizes the impacts 
of climate change as follows: 

"Perhaps the most transversal, or intersecting conflict driver identified in 20 /9 ·was that c!
f 

vulnerabilities 
related to climate mu! Gambia's 11atura/ e11viro11me11t. Threats abound on multiple.fronts, c?[fecting hath 
short and long-term food securi(v and social cohesion, as climate effects have impacted on growing 
seasons, compromising livelihoods, human security, and promoted economic hardship, rendering rural 
areas more vulnerable, and adding to fi,rther dens{/ication and intens{fying l[fe in urban 5paces. The lack 
of oversight and regulation on exlractive industries on land and at sea have led to protest and diminishing 

11 National Climate Change Policy {NCCP).2016 
12 AJDB/WB (2017) Fragility Risk and Resilience Assessnwn1 
13 The Government of The Gambia (2019) Conflict nnd Dne!opment Analysis The Gambia 
14 The Governmen! of The Gambia/)019) Conflici and Development Annly�is The Gambia 
15 The Government of The Gambia (2019) Conflict und Devdopmen! Analysis The Gambia
16 Jail ow (2019) Gambia· Protesters Sec Anti-Cnme ffoss· l!ouse Ablaze .ili.1'1 :,·,·, l nf,•: ,,tt'lk'-'.' :.:1 ifq, <'.l"q l r,; h11r11 Accessed 24 
October 20 ! 9 
17 GM24TV (20 !9) 'J Years .lotna· Protesters !·lave Reportedly \101,·ed 10 Challenge President Barrow to Honor Uv� Coa!i1ion's Three 
Years Agreement 

Accessed 2--1 
18 World Politics Review (2018) Two Acti\'lsts Killed m Gambia in Protests Against Sand Mining 
h!TJ"· _ 111_1_11_ 1_,\')_ldj',\1i1_t,k:•1;;1_:v1_1._,.\1.1F d! \1L.iL , .:'.)'"' j ;1,,, .1-.-:111 1 i>· k 1! 
20!9 
19 The Government ofThc Gambia (20!9) Conflict and D.::veloprncnt Analysis The Gambia 
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confidence by the public in their institutions. H'hich in turn find themselves in a compromised position. at 
once severe(v under-resourcecf, ·while sul?}ect to ongoing national re/Orm processes. ••20 

Effectively, the climate stressors increase pressures on other key conflict drivers like '"social cohesion, 
social behavior, and the role of civil society'·: "Gambia's young population", and "land disputes":: 1. 
However, the CDA revealed a concerning gap of skilled, non-partisan, and consultatively oriented 
mediating actors who are committed to ''proactively prevent or mitigate rapidly developing conflict and 
flash point issues such as those linked to food insecurity"::::. Studies have shown, that, without any 
systematic climate change mitigations in place, there is potential for the emergence ofne\V social tensions, 
fo1ther gender disparities or the development of new conflict that could undermine state-building goals". 
Countries that are most likely to be exposed to insecurity and climate change-conflict stressors are capacity
lacking fragile states" and are at risk of never meeting the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals. 

Climate change mitigation and adaptation efforts, together with suppmi to strengthen the capacity of 
existing conflict management mechanisms, can serve as channels for reconciliation and peacebuilding. Not 
only can climate change adaptation prevent conflict. but climate-related interventions can promote post
conflict reconstruction and rebuild social relations while developing/designing more climate-resilient 
communities and restoring their vital services, ultimately resulting in more robust outcomes for both 
objectives ______ . There are opportunities for gender transformative interventions where women and youth 
inclusive peace-building interventions have been proven successful by climate change-conflict projects in 
Ethiopia, DRC, lran, Afghanistan. Senegal, and the Nile Basin Initiative. Based on these outcomes, it has 
been suggested that if such projects are implemented more widely across the continent, there is a likelihood 
of instituting a virtuous cycle by which regional stability and security in sub-Saharan Africa can be
elevated262728. This is important to act upon, as research shows that nearly all sub-Saharan African countries
will undergo water scarcity by 2025'°' and that the incidence of civil wars in Africa could rise 55% by 2030 
because of climate change30.

Community Consultations 

WFP in collaboration with The Gambia Red Cross and the Ministry of Environment conducted community 
consultations across Central River Region (CRR), North Bank Region (NBR), and Upper River Region 
(URR), for this project proposal preparation process (see Annex E). The community consultations ensured 
the collection of adequate evidence base on key climate conflict related tensions and threats being 
experienced by communities. The communities stated that they experienced different forms of climatic 
hazards, extensive exposure to these hazards. inter and intra conflict amongst them and - are forced to 

20 The Government of The Gambia CW! 9) Conflict and De\'elopment 1\nalys1s The Gmnhia
21 The Government of The Gambin (2019) Conflict nnd Devdopmen! Analysis The Gambia 
2J The Government of The Gambia (2019) Gmllict and Devdopm,;;nt Analysis The Gambia 
23 UNDPA & UNEP (20! 5 J Natural Resources and Confltct: A Guide for Mediation Practitioners 
:4 Burke. Hsiang. lvhguel {20! 5) Climate and Conflict. lhe A111111ul Rem·H· of Fmnom1c·s 
25 USAID (20!5) Climate Change and Con!licL An Annex !o the USA!D Climate-Resilient Development Framework 
26 USA!D (20!9) Paihwa�'s (0 Peace Series: Addressing Conflict m1d Streng1Jieni11g Stability in a Chm1g1'ng Climate - Les�ons Learned from 
the Peace Centers for Climate and Socia! Resilience Proiec! 
27 Ni!c Basin l11i!ia11ve (20!9) 11-ww.ni!ebasin,org Acc.esscd 20th October 2019 
28 UNDPA & UNEP (2015) Natural Resources and Conflict: A Grnde for Mediation Practition<2rs 

29 fnstitute for Economic5 & Peace {2019) Global P1;ac,;; Index 20) 9· Measuring Peac,; inn Complex World 

30 Maclay {2009) Climate Change Could Boost Incidence of Civil 
https:/ www. berkeley .cduh1e11·s/media'reteases,-2009/ l I -23 __ afr1ca __ clinrnte ,. change .slit ml Accessed 21 October 2019 

War m Africa 
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survive by employing coping mechanisms \vhich are sho1i lived. harmful to the environment and 
unsustainable, 

The communities emphasized that while tensions existed over growing scarcity of natural resources, these 
have intensified, with conflicts escalating over the past 5 years. The e!Tatic rainfall and rising sea levels in 
the countty created extraordinmy drought patterns which affect agricultural production. The probability 
of conflict aggravation is higher in circumstances where there are (i) variations in water supply change due 
to erratic rainfall/storms and extreme droughts: (ii) existing unresolved tensions, and (iii) no mechanisms 
to resolve conflict variations. The effect of climatic events 011 the environment caused the subsistence 
farmers to migrate to other contested arable land, encroaching 011 neighboring communities or to migrate 
further lo the capital city for unskilled labour or undertake the dangerous migrato,y route to Europe. 

Female headed households and youth (male and female) experience conflict and insecurity differently 
from male headed households fundamentally due to gender roles and vulnerabilities. Women can-ya 
disproportionate burden especially during environmental conflicts. Women also constitute over half of 
the population and provide the majority of food supply in developing countries, they have limited access 
to control of natural resources and no opportunities for alternative income.11 This makes them drop into 
pove11y quicker than any other demography in conflict situations. Power relations from the household to 
the highest public level impede women's ability to lead productive and fulfilling lives. Environmental 
conflicts often result in environmental degradation that can have an impact on the health and well-being of 
people. Women could be differently impacted than men. For example, air pollution has often been linked 
to weakening of women's reproductive health status32

. Finally, empirical research indicates a correlation 
between environmental conflicts and increasing gender-based violence. Women in The Gambia, especially 
in rural areas face specific environmental vulnerabilities, such as having to spend more time on firewood 
collection, child bearing and care and other chores that limits their ability to participate in alternative 
economic activities hence the weak coping or adaptive capacities to climate change. 

There were significant protests among the youth due to weaknesses of institutional mechanisms to address 
environmental compounded vulnerabilities and challenges333·ns. With no systematic climate change 
mitigation in place, there is potential for the emergence of new social tensions, further gender disparities or 
the development of new conflict that could undermine state-building goals30

. Countries that are most likely 
to be exposed to insecurity and climate change-conflict stressors are capacity-lacking fragile states37 and 
are at risk of never meeting the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals. 

The driving factors of climate related conflict 

Climate risks extend beyond the immediate domain of the environment and development and into the 
political and social realm. When critical thresholds are met and coping capacities exhausted, these risks can 
create a web of cascading effects that may ultimately threaten human, community, and national security. In 
the last 5 years, the country has experienced more shocks in climate characterized by rising sea-levels 
and destructive storms as well as erratic rainfa.11 patterns. which has been re flected on a dramatic reduction 

31 Mkhabela. T. 2006. Impact of land tenure systems on land conflicts: Swaziland - a count,y case

study. Ajhcmws, 36 (I), pp. 58-74. 
32 Urmila. B, Potgieter. G. and Perry E. 2010 Environmental conflicts and ,vomen's vulnerability in Africa 

33 
Jaf!ow (2019) Gambia: Protesters Set Anti-Crime Boss· J lous�• Ablaze hnrs:,"allafrica.eom'stories-'20l 907250!67J1tmt Accessed 24 

October 2019 
34 

Glvl24TV {2019) '3 Years Jorna· Protesters Haw Reportt'dl:v Vowed tu Challenge Pres1·dent Barrow to Honor the Coalitmn·s Three 

Years Agreement https: i/gm24t v. com-'gam bi u-news-3-y e ars-jotm.1-prolesters-have-report cd !y-vowed-10-take-the-coun lfy-by-stonn-in
decem ber -in-their-efforts-force-president-purro 1\· -to-honor -the-coal nions-th ree-years-ugreement: Accessed 2 4 October 20 l 9 
35 

World Politics Review C!Ol 8) Two Activists Killed m Gmnb1a in Protests Against Sand Mining 
https: !! www. woddpo ht icsrev1ew. com-'artid es-· 24904 'IW(Mlcti vis ts-k ii led-1 n-gam bia-in-protests-against-sand-nun i ng Accessed 20 October 
2019 
36 

UNDPA & UNEP (2015) Natural Resources and Conflict: A GuidC' for Mediallon Praclitioners 
37 

Burke, Hsiang. Miguel (2015) Climate and Conflict. 7hc A111111,i! Hn·11.•11· u/ !:'conmmc.\ 
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of cultivated area, production and rice/groundnut yields (Minist1y of Agriculture crop yield database 2019: 

see Annex G) The climate change stressors have led to complex competition for agricultural land. 

increasing the burden on communities and stoking both intra and inter communal conflict. Heightened food 
insecurity and malnutrition have forced people to seek assistance from better-off community members. This 
is identified to cause pressure and increasing pove1ty among all community members, which, particularly 
in Sambang Mandinka, have led to tensions within the community itself Inter community conflict takes 
place in the form of violence in disputed fam1s and homes of community members, leading to livelihood 
restrictions and wounded individuals, 

The two major climate related conflict drivers such as rising sea levels and the erratic destructive rainfall, 
pushes communities to unprecedented levels of climate insecurity'839. Due to the rising sea level, the saline 
water has intruded into the freshwater of the River Gambia considerably. This has affected some 
communities that cultivate rice along the banks of the river. Since the crop varieties that are cultivated in 
these regions have little or no tolerance to saline conditions, the saline intrusion subsequently leads to a 
decrease in cultivable farmland. low yield. and even crop failure. This has resulted in increased food 
insecurity and exerted pressure on families· livelihoods and survival mechanisms. Women farmers in 
particular decried decreasing yields of the main crops they grow; stating that groundnut harvests went down 

from IO to 2 bags per female farmers and rice production to nearly zero among their communities leading 

to devastating economic hardships. Secondly. erratic and destructive rainfall has not only caused 
unusual drought patterns ( over 98% of croplands are rain fed in The Gambia has led to more destructive 
of rain stonns which have caused flash-floods and top-soil erosion on agricultural lands. 

The effects of climate change are forcing communities to encroach on other communities' adjacent lands 
(commonly rice fields) in the search for natural resources for survival. This is the case particularly observed 
in Sambang Fula and Sambang Mandinka during the conflict analysis, where the former migrated to the 
farm of the latter due to saltwater intrusion and topsoil erosion. There are counterclaims over the rights of 
farmland usage with men and male youths domineering the discussions and arguments. Allegedly, the case 
has been taken to court by both, Sambang Fula and Sam bang Mandinka communities. The court has ruled 
that neither community should use the disputed land while the case is under scrutiny, which has deprived 
communities from rice farming for over 5 years as the court and community level dispute mechanisms lack 
the capacity to solve the issue. Women are left with limited income and livelihood oppmtunities, as 
traditionally women take care of rice farms. The situation also results in conflict between communities as 
the court's decision is allegedly not respected by all parties equally. Recently, the salt water intrusion has 
expanded to the lands of Sambang Mandinka. The communities repmted that disputes had reached local 
courts, but the matters were not resolved justly. Further conflict was reported over the remaining arable 
land, where two communities were forced to a third neighbouring community's farmland, Njie Kunda. 
Saltwater intrusion was given as a reason for escalated conflict across other nearby communities, such as 
Njugga Kunda's, farmland borders with Njie Kunda's farm: and is also located within short proximity from 
the river stream (see Annex F). This created a conflict trap; when climate change impacts the drivers of 
conflict, conflict affects communities' capability to adapt to climate change40

. 

Children across rural parts of The Gambia suffer from food insecurity. The community consultations 
conducted for this project identified that female and/or elderly headed households had signs of malnutrition 
and were increasingly exposed to regular illnesses. As the communities· adaptive levels to impacts of 
climate change are low, they have resorted to the employment of negative coping strategies including 
overexploitation of natural resources which have dramatic long-tenn effects. For instance. in Bassick, 
Tambakoto, Perai, and Walliba Kunda communities have cut down timber and other trees for sale to meet 

38 
The Government of The Gambia {201 I) Climate Change and Development in the Gambin 

39 
Action Aid (2018) 'Back Way' to Europe: How can The Gambm better address migrntion and its development challenges'' 

40 Adelphi (2019) Shoring Up Stnbi!ity. Address1·ng Climate and Fragility Risks in the Lake Chad Region
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their livelihood needs. Such practices have led to other tensions and new conflicts over natural resources41 

for income and survival, like tree logging"'2 
- as well as having environmental effects where the communities 

experience an increase in water runoff and flash flooding during the rainy season, due to a lack of forest 
coverage. This washes away topsoil affecting soil fe11ility of the remaining arable land. 

The effect of climate conflict drivers on local communities 

Using the USAID's climate change-conflict typology nexus, the situation in The Gambia can be 
classified as "direct resource competition\ by which the competition commonly arises through 
market/economic or legal political/economic channels, and results in violence only in the worst-case 
scenario43

. Community consultations confirmed that this point has already been exceeded as youth and 
GBV has taken place on several occasions , necessitating a rapid response to address the climate 
vulnerabil ity44

. 

Community-level dispute resolution platforms and monitors were extremely weak in the consulted 
communities and did not include women and youth. Beyond advocacy, the inclusion of women and youth 
in the dispute resolution mechanisms can effectively take place through the strengthening of dialogue 
platforms, awareness raising, partnership development and communication strategies together with 
collective mobilization. Additionally, if communities are trained to monitor emerging tensions, they are 
more likely to solve the matter prior to conflict escalation For instance, there were cases where ''Alkalos" 
(community leaders) do not know what to do to address climate change conflicts. This angered and 
frustrated youths, and often led to violent clashes in CRR, NBR. and URR. On some occasions, the village 
headmen were aJTested after allegedly conducting unlawful decision-making, which had resulted in clashes 
with community youths45

. In the absence of conflict resolution mechanisms, the youth described themselves 
as "ready to take any actions necessary to take back what belongs to them", with an aggressive undertone. 
Some communities have introduced youth monitoring groups to guard their natural resources) such as 
community forests. While such youth groups have potential, their current structures are limited and have 
resulted in more conflicts with illegal loggers when youth groups demand compensation. 

Male youths see themselves as protectors of natural resources and stated that they were actively defending 
"'what is theirs", often escalating to direct conflict and violence between tree loggers. Under reduced access 
to arable farmland due to tile effects of erratic rainfall and salinization, men have limited alternatives that 
require unskilled economic activities that are unrelated to natural resources, while women of all age-groups 
are subjected to higher economic pressures - as opposed to rice and groundnut farming. Women have had 
to resort to a complete reliance on basic vegetable gardening with minimal market access as opposed to 
cultivating more economically viable crops like rice and groundnuts. One community identified conducted 
roots collection, which is processed to incense (Cburay ). However, the root is collected fi-0111 a deep and 
life-threatening stream and has a marginal returns or profit (USD 0.49 per kilo). This is a painstaking 
process, by which women of all ages \Vaiked an estimated 9 kilometers to the stream, use heavy tools 
underwater to collect roots (v.rith near drowning experiences) and then they would burn the collected roots 
for incense production. CutTent!y. this is a daily activity. whereas during the availability of arable farmland 
women used to engage in incense collection twice a week. Given the increasing pressure on excessive root 
collection, there is a risk of conflict escalation in the case of further communal level natural resource 
scarcity. 

Women and girls also claimed that they are placed in an increasingly vulnerable position by the conflict, 

41 Here. the !erm ·natural resources· refers !o for<:!sl�. \\"aler. and fertile lanJ
42 Burke. Hsiang_, Miguel {2015) Climate and Conflict. 7 he A1m11a! Nc1'1nr o( Ecmwm1cs 

43 USAID (2015') Climate Change and Conflict: An Annex to the l.lSAID Climate-Resilient Development Framework
44 UNDPA & UNEP (_2015) Natural Resources nnd Con Hier A Gui<le for Med1auon Pnictil!Oners 
45 Ja!low & Tourny (2019) Police Arrest Alkalo, 2 Others in Sam bang Man<linka https foro_rna.gm ,,

police•arr-cst-a!ka!o-2-others-in
sambang-mandinka.: Accessed 15 October 20!9 
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as men attack them from opposing communities. The women stated that they experience severe gender
based violence (GBV) where they were often attacked with machetes. axes, and knives. The GBV occurs 
when women cany out their livelihood activities on the remaining arable land (see Annex E: Sambang 
Mandinka & Sambang Fula: Perai & Waliba Kunda). demonstrating that gender influence access to natural 
resources46

• This has resulted in women being terrified of entering fannlands, as there \Vere extreme cases 
where women are followed and stabbed in their hOines·17. Consequently, communal relationships such as 
inter-marriages across communities, ceremonies, joint spo11s and events had stopped which have 
exacerbated entrenchment of views and community politics. 

Activities with a Gender Transformative potential under PBF 

WFP, UNFPA. ITC and other pmtners will work with communities to actively engage with power structures 
at different levels to influence change and empower women and youth to achieve their foll potential during 
the entire project. Conflict analysis has identified a need for a strong gender mainstreaming approach with 
a vision towards equality and reaffirming rights, political, socio�economic and cultural rights. This is critical 
to sustainable peace building and mitigating climate change. In many ways climate change insecurity 
inadvertently reinforces the vulnerabilities of already marginalized groups including those of people living 
with disabilities. The project will engage women and youth to ensure that they have opportunities, resources 
and influence to support climate change responses with conflict mitigation, 'do no hatm principles' and 
conservation outcomes. 

The women and youth also highlighted they were ready to participate in training and activities that could 
change gender norms such as violence that deny them of their rights and opportunities. They reported 
growing gender-based violence due to competition for resources under climate change. The gender 
transformative initiative embedded in this project will be strengthened by the conflict analysis 
recommendations, priority setting, budget allocations, gender integration, conceptualization of innovative 
solutions, development, implementation and sustainability even beyond the 2 years of this project. The 
transfonnative agenda will also involve learning about the importance of gender equality and empowennent 
of women and youth on climate change security, capacity development as well as partnerships \Vith others 
to promote equality in pmticipation for both women and youth on climate change security response. 

Tl1e gender transfonnation aspect will also enhance and develop visibility of this programme in the selected 
areas of implementation to promote gender equality and women's empowerment through a protection lens. 
The visibility items and media will educate the public and other stakeholders about the project activities, 
the importance ofempowennent of women and youth as well as for climate relevant solutions for peaceful 
coexistence. 

b) A brief description of how the project aligns with/ support existing Governmental and UN
strategic frameworks, how it ensures national ownership and how the project builds on any
previous phase of PBF suppo1i and/or any concrete lessons learned.

There are a few climate change-related projects in The Gambia. Even the few that exist, have not 
contributed to building The Gambia's emerging systems for climate change coordination, gender 
transformative capacity strengthening and awareness-raising, as set out in the National Climate Change 
Policy (NCCP) (2016) and the Strategic Programme for Climate Resilience (SPCR) (2017). 
While, a few of these existing projects have scanty detail on climate change interventions in terms of 
diversifying the local economy. and supp011ing communities to become more adaptive and resilient

) 
they 

however, do not directly treat climate change as a conflict risk multiplier; nor identify solutions with a 
gender and protection lens, hence such data remains non-existent. 

46 
UNDPA & UNEP (2015) Notura! Resources and Contli�'t: A Guide for MeJintwn Practitioners 

47 
Freedom Newspaper (1019) Farmland Dispute Amon� the Mandinka and Fulani Tribes in N1mnina Sam bang. Left Three People lnjured 

littps: //ww w. freedom newspaper. com 110 I 9i08 ·1 9:fann land-Ji spute-amon g-1h,::-mandin ka-nnd-fu !an i-tribes-in-niami na-sam bang-!e!l-three
peop!e- injured I Accessed !5 October 1019 
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There is need to rethink ways that shift economic activities mvay from abrriculture while also proposing to 
the Government to increase its expenditure on agriculture to 10% of the GDPPl; and suggest the tourism 
sector as one of the only other diversification areas which is highly vulnerable to shocks, as proven by the 
recent events when the British travel company, Thomas Cook collapsedl1l. Instead, it is advisable to 
diversify the local economy and to support communities in finding alternative sources of income and to 
become more climate-resilient. 

This project therefore aims at supporting the implementation of policy guidance in the NCCP (2016) 
including its Long-term Climate Change Capacity Development Strategy and the SPRC (2017), The project 
will engage with the National Development Plan (20 I 8-2021 ), particularly the area of Promoting 
environmental sustainability, climate-resilient communities and appropriate land use; the priority areas of 
the National Gender and Women's Empowerment Policy (20 I 0-2020), especially (i) capacity building for 
gender mainstreaming (ii) poverty reduction, economic empowennent and livelihoods development, and 
(iii) gender, environment and women ·s empowerment; the Zero Hunger Strategic Review (2017), regarding
(i) efforts to restore degraded land, and (ii) enhanced access to agricultural risk insurance. The project will
abide by the principles and national standards as set out in the Forest Policy and Regulations, and relevant
Community Forest Plans, insofar as they provide guidance for land reclamation and restoration and soil and
water conservation activities that involve planting of trees, conservation agriculture, weeding, pitting, stone
cutting and stone collection, diversion, silt trap, stone terrace, and water storage activities. The project will
comply with the relevant sections of the National Water Policy (2006) and the nascent Water Act to ensure
sustainable utilization and conservation of water.

In addition to national policies, strategies and programmes, the project is aligned with and will contribute 
to the futther development of local-level planning activities, as set out in the Local Government Act (2002). 
Particularly SDGs on Climate Change, Poverty, Food Security, and Gender Equality (13, I. 2, and 5, 
respectively) will be supported. 

Sustainability will be ensured through evidence-based adaptation planning; systemic sub-national level 
capacity building for the implementation of national climate change and adaptation strategies; and 
supporting gender-sensitive private sector involvement. The project will seek to create market links 
between small-scale producers and the ongoing Home-Grown School Feeding, which is a national initiative 
of the Government of The Gambia. 

c) A summary of existing interventions in the proposal's sector by filling out the table below.

Project name (duration) Donor and budget Project focus Ditforence from/ 
complementarity to current 
proposal 

Smallholder farmer EU funding - €4.090.000 School Meals and fhe project frlcuses on 
support Disaster Risk agricultural production, 

management in The school tt'eding and disaster 
Gambia. Creating risk management support to 
market links and Income the government. The 
divc.�rsi !kation learnings from the 

agricultural support wil I be 
adopted through using the 
same implementing partners 
(Red Cross) to better work 
with the communities and 

{l] As per Comprch<.'tbl\L' :\tiic:i :\gnculturc lk1 dopmuu 1'toj_:nm111<: 1C:\. \\ WI, Maputo Declarmion 

[2] Reuters (20!9) Gambia fears tourism crisis ufter Thomas Cook rnllapst Available at https:c'/www.reuters.com:ar1idn1s-thomas-cook
grp-in vestment-gam bi aigam bi a- fo ars-t ouri sm -c ri s1 s-after -thomas-conk-co I lapse-idUSK B N ! W B l U1 
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ensure they are fully 
enea2.cd. 

Women and Youth PBFUSD- 1.3m Contributes towards the The Women and Youth 
participation in decision- participation of women pmiidpation is focused on 
making and as agents of and young people in improved on capacities of 
conflict prevention political decision- women and youth in 

making processes. decisio1H1rnking processes 
\Vhile this new project will 
support coping and adaptive 
mechanisms to climate 
rell.lted shocks Ji:ir women 
and young people. It wi!! 
also strengthen and use 
community platforms which 
include women and young 
people 

Addressing conflict over PBF $1,400.000 Strengthens !ega! The FAOJUNDP project is 
land and natural frameworks for land and focused on review and 
resources (LNR) in the natural resources - development of a legal 
Gambia related conflict frameworks for land 

resolution and governance and dispute 
gon�rmmee. enhance resolutions mechanisms 
mechanisms for conflict \vhi!e this project will focus 
prevention. and In on addressing clinrntc 
communities where conflict drivers at 
LNR conflict related community level in selected 
\"lolence has already vulnerahle communities 
occurred. support actions through climate change 
for peace building. adaption and cash for \Vork 

activities. The project will 
work with and also build on 
available knowledge 
generated by the FAO 
nro'iect. 

ITC- Youth EUTF - 13m EUR Improving employability Focuses on vulnerable 

Empowerment Project and se/f.-employment youth. prone to irregular 

(YEP)-2017-2021 opportunities through migration. National 
skills development and coverage. Synergies 
value addition envisaged in agro-

processing and agro• 
marketing leveraging 
existing investments / 
technologies frlr value 
addition (NBR and CRR). 
market linkages (e.g. hotels. 
Gambia Good Market. 
Trade Fairs) and access to 
finance (,mini-grant. 
mini loan). Wide network of 
implementing partners ( ca 
40 national institutions) that 
can be leveraged. 

ITC - Job, Skill, and FU - 3.2m EUR Supports income Focuses on skills 

Finance - 2018 -2022 generation and jobs development fi:Jr women 
through investing in and youth in particular 
climate friend!) related to climate change 
infrastructure. skills adaotation. Svnere.ies 
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development and access possible in u number of 
to finance training areus include 

compressed stabilized earth 
blocks. a!!ro•nrocessino. 

ITC - She trades - 20 19- ITC, EIF, OFID - !111 Connecting women Focus on downstream value 
2021 USD producers and women• chain development covering 

owned companies to horticulture and textile/ 
markets ( domestic and fashion. Possible synergies 
international} in a.ero marketing 

!OM/ !TCIUNFPA PBF - 1.3m total budget Contributes to Focuses on most vulnerable 
Strengthening (ITC 300'000 USD. sustainable reintegration returnees - possible 
sustainable and holistic UNFPA 300JJ00 USD) of returnees that will synergies in recreational 
reintegration of contribute to enhanced programmes ( e.g. 
returnees in The Cltui1bia social cohesion and Kick4Peace supported by 

-2019-2020 inclusion. UEF� Foundation) 

Strategic Programme Prm·ides overall This proposal is designed to 
for Climate Resilience CIF/AtDB (Phase I) strategic framework for fi..Hiher the implementation 
(SPCR) response to climate of as.yet unfunded aspects 

Lar_ge!v still unfunded change in the Gambia of the SPCR. 
lFAD/MoAI Activities on \·egetable PBF will build on 

Nema-Chosso gardens. tidal irrigation s11ccessfu! activities. such as 
of rice along river - integrated support to 

(Nema = National installed drainage vegetable gardens and value 

Agricultural Land systems and concrete chain promotion of climate• 

Water Management canals. resilient products 

Project; Chosso = 
climate add-on) 

Resilient Organizations Focus on climate PBF project will fixus 
for Transformative GoTOIIFADIOFID etc resilient value chain primarily on value chain 
Smallholder development. primarily development for short cycle. 

Agriculture Project (Total project: USD80m: swamp rice production climate resilient and 

(ROOTS) !FAD: 40m, OFID: 11111, and horticulture nutrition sensiti\'e crops 
WB/lsDB/A/DB: I 0111 learning, from GoTG 
co.financing. GEF7:
5.3m. GCF Energy: 5m)

Agricultural Value Funded by Nema Focus on \\"Omen and PBF will work on the 
Chain Interaction (]FAD)/ WARF! GYIN youth. to realize successes that A VIP/ 
Platforms (A VIP) Gambia increased yields in rice NEMA have made - and 

and vegetable which are shared with UN 
production. through their agencies through TWO 
participation in national 
and regional markets. 
E.g. support marketing
from Dasi!ameh Youth
Garden (WCRl.

GCF/ UNEP; Implementing large- EbA will be integrated into 
Large.scale ecosystem- MoECCNAR scale EbA ongoing national-. district• 
based adaptation in within(adjacent to and village-level planning. 

The Gambia: agricultural areas. The PBF wj]I include the 

developing a climate- cornrnunity•managed local plans developed by 

resilient, natural forest reserves and EbA in its stocktaking 

resource-based wildli/C conservation exercise. and \dll build on 

economy areas these 
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(EbA project) 

GoTG/GEF LDCF/FAO Focus on strengthening This proposal will aim to 
AACC and enhancing implement successful 

diversified livelihoods< actiYities from AACC. such 
Adapting agriculture as short-cycle crops (with 
to climate change in NARI) and sustainable 

The Gambia farming practices. 

Enhancing Resilience Builds on GEF/ LDCF There is no overlap with 
of Kololi stretch GCF/UNDP/ Project: Enhancing coastal resilience activities. 
economic Resilience of Vulnerable 
infrastructure/soda I MoECCNAR NEA Coastal Areas and 

assets against sea level (implementing partner) Communities to Climate 

rise Change (RVCC). Aims 
to promote a pan:tdigm 
shill frH long-term 
adaptation and resilience 
ot· coastal development 
against SLR/other 
di mate induced risks in 
the Kololi stretch. 

Agriculture Value AIDB/GoTU/MoA Despite name. is mainly 
Chain Development f;.)Cusing on the PBF will tOcus on value 
Project (A VCD) production side. Some chain activities on climate� 

storage infrastructure. resilient/neglected cereals 
focus on rice (developed and non�agricultural 
500 ha pump irrigated livelihoods, hence no 
land) and livestock value duplication. 
chains. also targeting 35 
poultry schemes. 15 in 
URR and 4 in each other 
rc!l:ion. 

Commercial WB! GoTG! MoA 
Agriculture and Value Focuses on the Yalue PBF will focus on value 
Chain Management chains of rice and chain activities on climate� 
Project (GCA V) horiiculttire. resilient/neglected cereals 

and no1H1gricu!tura! 
livelihoods. hence no 
duplication. 

Jobs, skills and finance EU support to lJNCDF. JSF aims to tackle root 
(JSF) for youth and Euro 15 m causes of migration. Alignment will occur 
women in TG Will support dimatt> with UNCDF to understand 

resilient infrastructure. if there is an overlap, and if 
through CFW. using UNCDF is already \VOrking 
UNCDF's Local Climate in an identified ward/ 
AdaptiYc Living community, and what gaps 
(LoCAL) exist 
planning/finance 
channcllin2: annroach. 

II. Project content, strategic justification and implementation strategy (4 pages max Plus
Results Framework Annex)

a) A brief description of the project content - in a nutshell, what are the main results the project is 
trying to achieve, the implementation strategy. and how it addresses the conflict causes or factors
outlined in Section I (must be gender- and age- sensitive).
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The project will seek solutions for climate related conflict through three main approaches: 
I) Reduce the impact ofelimate conflict drivers by rehabilitating and protecting arable land.
2) Diversify away from conflict drivers. by developing income sources that are not reliant on arable
land/rain-fed agriculture.
3) Solve existing conflicts through the strengthening of conflict resolution mechanisms at a community
level.

A needs assessment will target communities al conflict within the regions and be analyzed to better 
understand the drivers and impacts of conflict within those communities. The consortia will then select the 
most appropriate communities that this project can support in and cater a community level project that is 
specific to that community and conflict drivers. Not all activities will be relevant for every community, and 
each community must be consulted to ensure that the parties at conflict are supp011ive of the interventions 
and that the intervention will indeed help in solving the conflict at its root cause. Below is a synopsis of 
each output, and the activities involved. 

The national government is prioritizing mitigation and adaptive actions against impacts of climate change
1 

particularly because of its negative effects on diminishing livelihoods in the agriculture sector. Through 
this pilot project, The Gambia will have demonstrable evidence on programmes and the policy suppo,t that 
the other ongoing PBF projects can learn from, and inform various other national initiatives being 
implemented on the ground. Hence having the cumulative result offolfilling the legi slative and policy 
requirements that the national level have been working on. 

OUTCOME I: Affected communities demonstrate improved capacity to prevent or manage climate change 
induced conflicts 

Output I. l .  Evidence generated and knowledge shared between Gambian communities 

Mapping of conflict-prone communities will be conducted to target response solutions. Knowledge sharing 
about best-practices on climate-conflict will take place through study visits and exchanges across 
communities and Gambian regions, also supporting relationship building. Study exchanges will be 
preferably from Gambian to Gambian either within their district or region, and will be about sharing 
successful practices between communities around combating the effects of climate change and peace 
resolution. Evidence-based research missions on the causal relationship of natural resource scarcity and 
conflict due to climate change are necessitated to fill a knowledge gap with efforts to develop better 
interventions in the future and to influence future policy at a national and local level. Fm1her research will 
be conducted and shared with relevant ministries and implementation pa,tners to ensure that successtl1l 
practice is gathered and shared among the country. 

Output 1.2 Local capacities to address gender-specific, climate change induced vulnerabilities improved 

Evidence suggests that women are disproportionately affected by climate change induced resource scarcity, 
which not only exacerbates existing inequalities, but which can also be broad in its effects; ranging from reduced 
market access and lowered profitability of produce to increased violence against women for shrinking farmland 
and other related issues. To that end, the project will build the capacity of female farmers to improve their 
advocacy skills to address climate related vulnerabilities and eventually move the issue onto the country's 
political agenda. This will be supported by the project learning gathered in Output 3.1. This output will conduct 
awareness raising campaigns, not only to sensitize beneficiaries but also to prepare communities for 
potential climate shocks. It will also de-mystify the complexity of legislative processes and political 
decision-making as well as, put in place long-term approaches to collective mobilization, awareness raising, 
partnership development and communications strategies to influence change and improve the living and 
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working conditions of female farmers. The final activity ,viii seek to create and/ or expand dialogue platforms 
where female farmers can interface with key decision makers in an effort to highlight women's role in Gambian 
agriculture and increase their ability to advocate for themselves, especially as it pertains to access to natural 
resources, decision-making in households and communities including health and safety concerns such as 
exposure to GBV among other things. The activity will ultimately seek to address challenges hindering the 
advancement of women in agriculture. 

Output l.3 Local conflict resolution mechanisms strengthened 

Preliminary community consultation findings indicate that climate induced conflict can become 
compounded with other unique social factors. such as ethnicity, caste systems, etc., and the issue is further 
aggravated by the country's \Veak dispute resolution mechanisms. Evidence from prior peacebuilding 
interventions also suggest that communities that develop adaptive coping mechanisms, even in the absence of 
active conflict, are better equipped to avoid major disagreements that could lead ta conflict and to reconcile more 
quickly after conflict. This output will seek to strengthen community-based dispute resolution processes by 
engaging local governance structures as well as local male advocates and as weIJ as traditional leaders such 
as chiefs, village heads, council of elders. imams and priests to provide context- specific perspectives and 
serve as a first-line defense against conflicts. Additionally. as a means of reinforcing social protection 
mechanisms and enabling legal recourse against the increasing occ11rrence ofGBV against female farmers, 
security and legal actors will also be engaged in these processes. Moreover, youth residents will be trained 
and utilized as community monitors capable of tracking existing or newly emerging tensions and addressing 
or referring potential conflicts and cases of violence to the appropriate authorities before such events 
escalate even further. This output will also support well-integrated and time-tested approaches to 
community dialogue and social engagements to create safe spaces to share and solve problems with 
inclusivity and transparency. These dialogue platforms will utilize novel and traditional modes of 
engagement such as town hall meetings known as ;'bantabaa kachaas1

' as well as formal proceedings with 
expert facilitators that can strengthen community members' understanding of climate change as a shared 
risk that requires collaborative solutions. 

OUTCOME 2: Reduction in negative impacts of climate-related conflict drivers 

Output 2.1 Enhanced land. water and woodland management technigues are understood by communities 

results _fr;:im<work. 

Where tensions are triggered or amplified by a drop in agricultural productivity the project will engage the 
communities to introduce production techniques that help improve the yields. It will do so by working with 
national and community based institutions to disseminate knowledge and improve practices in the target 
communities. For instance, the project will leverage the knowledge and findings of the National 
Agricultural Research Institute (NARI) and Fam1er Field Schools to disseminate knowledge about drought
resilient crops. The project will offer training and organize exchanges to learn from good practices in 
climate change adaptation in The Gambia and Senegal with crops that are relevant for that community/ 
farmer. Support provided under Output 2.2 related to agro marketing and business linkages will be 
leveraged to help communities access agricultural inputs required for improved productivity. 

Output 2.2. Adequate climate�resilient initiatives are developed and strengthened at the community level 

Women and youths will be engaged in initiatives for collective reforestation of wood lots or agrof0restry 
with efforts to diminish the negative impacts of climate-related conflict drivers. Other activities include the 
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development of community work initiatives on the desalination of arable lands and the building of small 
infrastructures such as gabions and dykes. The modality of delivery would be through cash for work 
designed to bridge communities and rebuild lives by suppo1ting community-driven rehabilitation projects. 
These initiatives are executed across divided communities to ensure a balanced natural resource equation 
between communities to reduce conflict and to act as channels of reconciliation and peacebuilding. This 
will also be complemented by output 1.2/ l .3 to ensure that communities experience reconciliation activities, 
while doing social cohesion activities within this output. This will reduce potential for escalating conflict 
during the activities, while also supp01ting each other activities to create better outcomes. This will also 
offer women and youths with alternative income opportunities, reducing pressures on natural resources. 
The cash is intended to enhance the purchasing power of families for essential food items that would 
improve the overall food security and nutritional status of Gambians impacted by climate-related conflict. 
Assistance activities are designed not to increase the protection risks faced by the crisis-affected 
beneficiaries, but rather, contribute to the safety, dignity, and integrity of vulnerable people. 

OUTCOME 3: Dependency on diminishing natural resources reduced through income diversification and 
climate-friendly solutions 

Output 3.1 Innovative community-based solutions for new sources of revenue facilitated 

The project \Vill roll out a series of vocational trainings to upgrade the skills of women and youth to adopt 
new sources of income generating activities. The training offering is customized in keeping with market 
demand, availability of natural resources in target communities and interest of the target beneficiaries. It 
may include agro-processing, incense production including packaging, beekeeping, oyster harvesting, 
backyard poultry production, solar installation or environmentally friendly construction with earth blocks. 
Upon graduation, trainees (male and female) receive access to starter kits to put their knowledge into 
practice. In addition to the technical or skills training. the project will foster entrepreneurship and business 
development in the target female and male youth in selected communities tl1rough programmes such as the 
"Empretec" or "Start-up Your business" curricula offered by The Gambia Investment and Export Promotion 
Agency (GJEPA) and the Gambia Chamber of Commerce (GCCI) respectively. 

Output 3 .2 - New market solutions developed 

_9,0°/9 .. progress __ ach icvc_d. _Spcc_i flc dc_t__ai h. i11_.tl1��-Jt':\L_1_I ls_ frn_n1c\\_'_nrls. 

In order to increase the acceptance of new income generating activities and the overall sustainability of the 
approach, the project will actively facilitate access to and develop markets for the products. Subject to 
product and demand, market linkages may be activated through participation in weekly market called 
'lumos 1

, connection to school feeding and related procurement or linkages with buyers in the coastal areas 
(e.g. hotels, Gambia Good Market). The project will engage national institutions such as the Gambia 
Chamber of Commerce and Industries (GCCI), the Gambia Youth Chamber ofCommcrce (GYCC). the 
Association of Small Scale Enterprises in Responsible Tourism (ASSERT) relevant sector associations and 
buyers directly to sustain the linkages - not just for end products but also inputs for production. Ftnthcr, 
the project will engage youth and women through an agro-marketing programme and provide equipment 
such as rider or tricycle to facilitate the transport of produce to different market outlets or collection points. 
The project will also facilitate the pa1ticipation in local trade fairs such as the Gambia Trade Fair 
International taking place annually at the National Independence Stadium or the Youth Agriculture and 
Tourism Fair. A gender-specific perspective will also be applied for the at-risk women living within this 
project's target communities \Vho exist at the nexus of issues that affects their livelihoods, safety, health, 
education. Economic resilience will be promoted to reduce \vomen's dependency on diminishing resources 
by suppo,ting the production and sale of climate friendly, biodegradable and re-usable sanitary napkins. 
The activity will be a cooperative enterprise comprised of women and youth in conflict prone communities 
who will be provided with training, materials, equipment and logistics support. 
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b) Provide a project-level ·theory of change' - i.e. explain the type of change envisaged by the
project and how do you expect the project interventions to lead to results and why have these
interventions been selected. What are the assumptions that the theo1y is based on?

The interventions and activities identified will address the core drivers of climate and environmental 
conflict in communities. The drivers identified in the 2019 CDA clearly label agricultural land and 
environmental impact as key implicatures in conflict between communities and individuals. Each outcome 
in the results framework has its own theory of change, and aspect that it is aiming to solve - all three of 
which are brought together under the project theory of change (see below). 

The problem and sources of conflict identified via the community consultations presented drivers that could 
not be solved by macro solutions-and required grassroots interventions and adaptation activities to prevent 
fmther escalation of conflict, and to potentially solve existing conflict. The project aims to resolve conflict 
with a multi�pronged approach and understands that there is not just one solution to solving a conflict at a 
community level, nor to ensuring sustainable peace remains in the community. 

IF better soil management practices are utilized to further reduce soil degradation, while increasing 
size of arable land, improve agricultural practices and production and 

IF community members including women and youth are trained in transfonnative gender sensitive 
climate change response and supported with alternative income generating activities, thus 
diversifying their livelihood options, and 

IF relevant mechanisms for solving disputes over declining natural resources are inclusive. 
strengthened or created, which include the participation of women and young people 

THEN existing and potential for climate induced conflict over declining productive natural 
resources will be minimized and growing tensions among neighboring communities mitigated. 
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c) Project result framework, outlining all project outcomes, outputs, activities with indicators of
progress, baselines and targets (must be gender- and age- sensitive). Use Annex B; no need to
provide additional narrative here.

See Annex B 

d) Project targeting and sequencing strategy - provide justification for geographic zones, criteria
for beneficiary selection, expected number and type of beneficiaries and justification, timing among
various activities, any measures to ensure coherence and connection between outcomes, and any
other information on implementation approach (must be gender- and age-sensitive). No need to
repeat all outputs and activities from the Result Framev,1ork.

This project will be implemented by a consortium of ITC, UNFPA and WFP in partnership with local 
implementing partners, Government agencies (MoECCNAR, DCD, MoA, NEA), Government governance 
structure (Ward, district, regional and national), the UN Peace and Development Adviser and women and 
youth groups at a local level. The consmtia will be coordinated by the project coordinator, to ensure that 
each of the consortia agencies and their implementing patiners are working towards a common goal and 
are operating in the communities in a holistic manner. 

The consortia has identified three regions to include in the initial targeting (URR, CRR and NBR), These 
regions are the regions that are most reliant on agriculture, most nutritionally vulnerable and most 
vulnerable to climate change - based on nutrition surveys, rainfall data, temperature data and household 
surveys. The final selection of the targeting communities will be in the confines of these 3 regions, and will 
use the "Conflict hotpots" report produced by the Ministry of Land, to further reduce the target 
communities, This repmt identified the 40 conflict hot spots in the country, and this project will reduce the 
identi fied hot spots to the three most climate vulnerable communities 

The project will begin implementation ,:vith a needs assessment to identify the communities at conflict and 
the drivers that lead to this conflict This will occur in the initial set up phase of the project and is expected 
to take place in the first 3 months (see timeline)._ due to being supported by existing interventions and 
mapping, This will be mapped with supp01t from implementing partners and government agencies, A 
selection criterion will be developed by the steering committee to nanow down the communities that most 
align with the consortia and the prqject interventions to ensure that the project achieves the maximum 
impact Consultation will need to be conducted by the Ministry for Lands, as well as regional consultations 
to ensure that the selection criteria is sensitive to the political! cultural context and that the consortia has 
confinned funding to ensure implementation and not fmther exacerbate distrust by communities to 
institutional organisations. 

Conso11ia agencies will then agree on work plans fOr the identified communities that are catered to the 
conflict drivers present within the communities. The consortia will coordinate together to ensure that each 
intervention is not implemented in isolation of other canso1tia interventions -and that the consortia partners 
compliment each others activities. Before implementation, relevant stakeholders will be consulted to ensure 
that implementation will not exacerbate conflict, and that there is political commitment. This will be 
coordinated via the project coordinator. The dedicated United Nations Volunteer will supprnt each of the 
respective consottia agencies to consolidate data gathering, but also be the focal point on the project-wide 
activities such as project research pieces. and shared knowledge management activities. All activities will 
be developed with the affected communities, ensuring that they are relevant and accepted by the 
beneficiaries and that they are able to affect the conflict drivers, 

There will be a special focus on women and youth within the targeted communities. This is due to the 
vulnerability identified by the community consultations of women to gender-based violence, and also to 
the diversification ofincome � to ensure that they are not as engaged with agriculture, where the majority 
of conflict drivers pe1iain. 
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III. Project management and coordination (4 pages max)

a) Recipient organizations and implementing partners - list direct recipient organizations and
their implementing pmtners (international and local), specifying the Convening Organization,
which will coordinate the project and providing a brief justification for the choices. based on
mandate, experience, local know-how and existing capacity. Also fill out the table below for each
recipient organization:

Agency Total Sources of Location No. of existing Highlight any existing 
budget in budget ofin- staff, of which expert staff of relevance 
previous (which country in project to project 
calendar donors etc) offices zones 
vear 

WFP 8.5m Japan, Banjul 42 Climate Expert; 
Korea Partnerships, Gender & 

Protection Advisor 
UNFPA 3.Sm Core Banjul 21 Gender & SGBV 

resources & Specialist 
Peace 
Building 
funds 

ITC 4.2m Banjul 9 Adviser, TVET Adviser 
Agro-processing 

b) Project management and coordination � present the project implementation team, including
positions and roles and explanation of which positions are to be funded by the project (to which
percentage). Explain project coordination and oversight arrangements and ensure link with PBF
Secretariat if it exists. Fill out project implementation readiness checklist in Annex C and attach
key staff TO Rs.

The project will fund one full-time project coordinator to coordinate the overall project and will be 
employed within the consortium lead agency (WFP) at an estimated cost of $ 70,000 for the project 
period. Climate Change/Cash for Work and gender expert consultants will also be hired to provide punctual 
support at a shared cost between the PBF and other projects. PBF will pay equivalent of five and two and 
half months respectively of the expe1ts fee at a cost of$48,000. The project coordinator will ensure that 
the different interventions are working collaboratively and complimenting each other within the 
communities to achieve maximum impact. A Gender Specialist from UNFPA funded under the PBF Rule 
of Law project will provide support on gender issues and form a critical part of the implementation team. 
Other staff working on day to day implementation and monitoring will have knowledge of the local 
languages of the target communities (Wo!of: Mandinka, Fula, etc), and be appropriately experienced in 
managing the drivers and climate impacts that aftCct the communities. 

A steering committee for the project will be set up and co-chaired by the consortia lead Country Director/ 
Representative (In this case WFP), and the Ministry of Environment - MoECCNAR. This will be attended 
by the implementing focal point of each consmiia agency for the project, the project coordinator, a 
representative of MoECCNAR. and the RCO/ PBF secretariat. The technical working group will be 
prioritized to ensure coordination of activities, and that any opportunities and risks are appropriately 
managed. They will also take a shared approach to the joint activities such as project research, needs 
assessment, evaluations and knowledge exchanges to ensure that resources for the project are best placed 
where they can have the maximum benefit. 

c) Risk management- assess the level of risk for project success (low, medium and high) and
provide a list of major project specific risks and how they will be managed. including the
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approach to updating risks and making project adjustments. Include any Do No Harm issues and 
project mitigation. 

Description Likelihood of Likelihood Mitigation Strategy 
Occurrence of Impact 
(high. (high. 
medium, low) medium. 

low) 
Political and civil Medium Medium Ensure political and religious leaders by 
unrest both conflicting communities/ groups are 

the first instances of engagement and 
approval of the interventions. Using 
outcome 3 to holistically integrate conflict 
resolution mechanisms either as a precursor 
to other interventions, or as a mainstreamed 
intervention to better inform the affected 
community 

Uncoordinated Low High The hiring of a dedicated project 
implementation of coordinator will ensure that the project is 
activities between better coordinated and that the consortia 
consortia agencies are complementing each other in 

the target communities. Fixing the ways of 
working within the proposal, will also 
ensure that cons01tia members have agreed 
to the method in a formally agreed 
document. The costs for cons01tia 
coordinated are held within one agency, 
rather than spread across consortia - this 
allows for clarity as to which agency is 
consortia lead 

Difficult to find Low Medium Selection of the final targeting \viii be based 
alternative upon the capacity to adopt an alternative 
livelihoods livelihood. ITC is the leading agency in the 

Gambia for livelihood development, and 
has the ability to introduce new markets and 
income generation - calling upon private 
sector sunnort 

That solutions to Low Medium Solutions to salinization can be found 
salination cannot through WFP food for assets work. l f the 
be found environment isn't appropriate for 

desalination -the ground can be used for 
alternative, such as resistant agroforestry or 
alternative land uses. 

That communities Medium High A do-no harm approach will be conducted, 
are very hostile where detailed discussions will be engaged 
and do not want to with government authority and local leaders 
work together to understand if the community is open to 

interventions, and that the risk for inducing 
conflict is limited. The complementarity of 
the activities will ensure that peacebuilding 
is done in unison with outcome 1 and 2. 
Individuals interventions can also be 
conducted separately betv,1een inflicting 
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community - rather than in unison, 
deoendent on the context. 

Risk of exclusion Medium Medium Due to the interventions occurring at a 
of vulnerable community level - rigorous community 
groups (women, consultations and engagement will need to 
youth, disability, be conducted to ensure that the right 
religion, family, intervention is chosen for the community, 
tribe) taking into account all groups and 

individuals. 

A specific focus on ensuring reduced 
backlash tmvards activities that focus on 
women wi II be due to issues that arose in 
the community consultations. Ensuring the 
safety of beneficiaries and do no harm 
annroaches will be critical. 

Increase conflict Medium Medium Appropriate knowledge management and 
due to selected dissemination of information to the 
intervention/ communities through local governance 
targeted area structtires will better ensure that pmiies are 

aware of the selection criteria. Interventions 
will also be done with a shared 
understanding and understanding common 
problems that are being experienced. A 
conflict sensitivity assessment will also be 
conducted on both the geographic areas and 
the local community project level. 
Intervention selection will be transparent 
and a project coordinator that is dedicated 
to the coordination and selection of the 
intervention will ensure that greater focus is 
on sensitivity 

There are more High Medium An indepth conflict analysis at the start up, 
conflict drivers along with an economic assessment will 
that the scope identify conflict drivers along with their 
identified within scope and intensity. This will be used to 
this project understand what the best form of approach 

is for that community and whether 
interventions should occur if they are likely 
to fail 

Communities are Medium Medium Project will take a staggered approach with 
reluctant to demonstration effects and study visits to 
diversify away showcase benefits to communities. It will 
from traditional also promote home-grown grassroots 
practices / existing initiatives and provide safety nets for new 
income generating products by creating market linkages in 
activities parallel. 
Duplication/ cross Low Medium Currently a mapping across agencies is 
over with other ongoing at a ward level at a UNCT level. 
project This can be cross checked across the project 
development targeting which will focus on conflict 
activities hotspots. This with an appropriate needs 

assessment, will highlight if there is any 
duolication/ cross-over with other agencies 
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within that community. Having a grassroot 
focus will also ensure that any interventions 
selected will complement any other projects 
that are present within that communitv. 

d) Monitoring and evaluation - What will be the M&E approach for the project, including M&E
expertise in the project team and main means and timing of collecting data? Include a break-down
of M&E budget that the project is putting aside, including for collection of baseline and end line
data for indicators and for an independent evaluation, and an approximate M&E timeline. Ensure
at least 5-7% of the project budget is set aside for M&E activities, including sufficient fonds for a
quality independent evaluation.

The M&E plan will be developed and tracked according to the results framework attached. ft will be a 
participatory approach

1 
with a strong community feedback mechanism to ensure that the interventions are 

appropriate and that communities have a channel to voice concerns and issues. 

Due to the uniqueness of the project and its potential to provide valuable data for solutions to conflict 
drivers, 7% of the total project budget has been dedicated towards M&E. This is to ensure that appropriate 
monitoring is done throughout the project to ensure that the activities are con"ect and appropriate for the 
conflict drivers. But also so that an appropriate final evaluation is completed by the consortia to ensure that 
the findings are appropriately captured and disseminated among relevant stakeholders. Each consortia 
member will gather the data relevant for their activities, through their implementing partners, and each of 
the consortia agencies have dedicated and trained M&E staff who will monitor their activities and oversee 
implementing partners. However, the coordination of the data and the overall synthesis of the prQject will 
be coordinated by the dedicated United Nations Volunteer. This linked with a feedback mechanism will 
ensure that data gathering systems and community feedback can influence the implementation throughout 
the project - rather than just during the review period/ mid-term review, 

Along with the initial needs assessment to identify target areas, fmther budget has been set aside to conduct 
a household economic needs assessment of the target communities. This will provide a better understanding 
of what the target communities need in regard to diversif)ring income and agricultural reliance. It will also 
provide excellent data as to whether the interventions have provided alternative sources of revenue for 
future projects. The economic needs assessment will also be conducted in such a way as to allow for it to 
be used as a baseline. $30,000 has been set aside for an independent evaluation of the project and its 
interventions. This will be conducted in collaboration with the PBF secretariat and relevant stakeholders to 
ensure that the evaluation is appropriately implemented. 

e) Project exit strategy/ sustainability- Briefly explain the project's exit strategy to ensure that the
project can be wrapped up at the end of the project duration, either through sustainability measures,
agreements with other donors for follow-up funding or end of activities which do not need f\uther
suppo,t. ff suppo,t from other donors is expected, explain what the project will do concretely and
proactively to try to ensure this support from the stait. If relevant, what are project links to any
existing platforms or partnerships?

The project will be working with local partners, such as the Red Cross, Child Fund, and line Ministries at 
local level etc, to ensure capacity is strengthened through organizations at a community level and to ensure 
local ownership. All interventions in the communities will be closely suppmted by capacity development 
approaches, to ensure that sustainability is maintained long after the initial intervention has occurred - but 
also that maintenance on assets; use of alternative income sources, and conflict resolution techniques can 
be carried forward so that conflict does not resurface. As the project would promote a systematic inclusion 
and participation of women and youth there would be concerted efforts to ensure that gender equality and 
empowem1ent of women and youth is institutionalized. 
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This project will be seeking to achieve catalytic change at a community level and to share those practices 
with other communities. Further resource mobilization will be required to ensure that successful approaches 
are scaled up in other communities in conflict. This will be supported by output 3.1. which will provide 
case studies and evidence to donors for forther H.mding, but also to share with existing projects to adapt 
ongoing projects to better service climate issues that occur within the communities that the projects are 
present. 

This project was also designed around 'criteria of effectiveness• in the CDA RPP basics". and it is intended 

to be judged against this criteria. The project covers three of the five criteria:_ 

I. Prqject reforms institutions to handle grierances in a situation where a lack (�lcm?flict resolution
mechanism genuinely is driving the COJ?flict. This will be covered in outcome 3 of the project and
is evidenced in the need from the conflict analysis.

2. The project gets communities to develop their own peace initiatives in relation to critical conflict
drivers. The pmticipatory and locally designed approach of the activities in this project wiJJ ensure
that the most appropriate activities are selected. The initiatives will be targeted to climate adaptation
and will therefore directly tackle the conflict driver.

3. The project results in meaning/it/ improvement in inter-group relations - notably they collectively
assess their problems and work co//eclively on shared solutions. Collective assessment

1 
feedback

mechanisms and monitoring will ensure an appropriate picture will be captured to assess whether
the interventions have succeeded.

The increasing global attention to the impacts of climate change on food security. economic security and 
personal security in recent years will allow this project to be at the forefront of identifying solutions and 
drivers for conflict, by climate change. The World Food Programme specifically is looking to to learn from 
this project which epitomizes a good example of the "triple nexus", and v,:iJI likely scale up interventions 
and responses to the contexts tl1at are proven to be effected by climate change. and specifically related to 
climate conflict. As this project is a pilot in this new programme area, the project ,vill document 
interventions, capture the experience of beneficiaries and create a knowledge pool with a view to scale up 
by involving other traditional and non-traditional donors who might be interested in this area. The grass 
roots approach of this project, and the strong monitoring and coordination element will not only provide a 
case for grass root interventions in adapting to climate change-but also that a strong collaboration between 
stakeholders (particularly UN agencies) will be needed to solve the impacts of climate change, to minimize 
related conflict and tensions. Engagement in strong monitoring, research and repo1is will also allow for 
lessons learned and successes of the interventions to be shared and help in infi..mning future donor 
involvement - either in the Gambian context, or in combating climate change to reduce conflict/ tensions 
in a different global context. 

IV. Project budget

If helpful, provide any additional information on projects costs, highlighting any specific choices that have 
underpinned the budget preparation, especially for personnel, travel or other indirect project support, to 
demonstrate value for money for the project. Proposed budget for all projects must include funds for 
independent evaluation. Proposed budget for projects involving non-UN direct recipients must include 
funds for independent audit. 

Fill out two tables in the Excel budget Annex D. 

See Annex D 
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Annex A. I: Project Administ.-ative arrangements for UN Recipient Organizations 

(This section uses standard wording-·� please do not remove) 

The UNDP MPTF Office serves as the Administrative Agent (AA) of the PBF and is responsible for the 
receipt of donor contributions, the transfer of funds to Recipient UN Organizations� the consolidation of 
narrative and financial reports and the submission of these to the PBSO and the PBF donors. As the 
Administrative Agent of the PBF. MPTF Office transfers funds to RUNOS on the basis of the signed 
Memorandum of Understanding between each RUNO and the MPTF Office. 

AA Functions 

On behalf of the Recipient Organizations, and in accordance with the UNDG-approved ·'Protocol on the 
Administrative Agent for Multi Donor Trust Funds and Joint Programmes, and One UN funds" (2008), the 
MPTF Office as the AA of the PBF will: 

• Disburse fonds to each of the RUNO in accordance with instructions from the PBSO. The AA will
nonnally make each disbursement within three (3) to five (5) business days after having received
instructions from the PBSO along with the relevant Submission form and Project document signed by
all participants concerned;

• Consolidate the financial statements (Annual and Final), based on submissions provided to the AA by
RUNOS and provide the PBF annual consolidated progress reports to the donors and the PBSO;

• Proceed with the operational and financial closure of the project in the MPTF Office system once the
completion is completed by the RUNO. A project will be considered as operationally closed upon
submission of a joint final nairntive repoit. In order for the MPTF Office to financially closed a project,
each RUNO must refund unspent balance of over 250 USO, indirect cost (GMS) should not exceed 7%
and submission ofa certified final financial statement by the recipient organizations' headquarters);

• Disburse funds to any RUNO for any costs extension that the PBSO may decide in accordance with the
PBF rules & regulations.

Accountability, transparency and reporting of the Recipient United Nations Organizations 

Recipient United Nations Organizations will assume full programmatic and financial accountability for the 
funds disbursed to them by the Administrative Agent. Such funds will be administered by each RUNO in 
accordance with its own regulations, rules, directives and procedures. 

Each RUNO shall establish a separate ledger account for the receipt and administration of the funds 
disbursed to it by the Administrative Agent from the PBF account. This separate ledger account shall be 
administered by each RUNO in accordance with its own regulations, rules, directives and procedures, 
including those relating to interest. The separate ledger account shall be subject exclusively to the internal 
and external auditing procedures laid down in the financial regulations, rules, directives and procedures 
applicable to the RUNO. 

Each RUNO will provide the Administrative Agent and the PBS() (for nanative repm1s only) with: 

Type of report Due when Submitted by 

Semi-annual project 15 June Convening Agency on behalf of all 
progress report implementing organizations and m 

consultation with/ quality assurance by 
PBF Secretariats, where they exist 
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Annual project progress 15 November Convening Agency on behalf of all 
report implementing organizations and 111 

consultation with/ quality assurance by 
PBF Secretariats, where they exist 

End of project report Within three months from Convening Agency on behalf of all 
covering entire project the operational project implementing organizations and 111 

duration closure (it can be subrn itted consultation with/ quality assurance by 
instead of an annual report PBF Secretariats, where they exist 
if timing coincides) 

Annual strategic I December PBF Secretariat 011 behalf of the PBF 
peacebuilding and PBF Steering Committee, where it exists or 
progress repmt (for PRF Head of UN Country Team where it does 
allocations only), which not. 
may contain a request for 
additional PBF allocation 
if the context requires it 

Financial reporting and timeline 

Unspent Balance exceeding USD 250, at the closure of the project would have to been refunded and a 
notification sentto the MPTF Office, no later than six months (30 June) of the year following the completion 
of the activities. 

Ownership of Equipment, Supplies and Other Property 

Ownership of equipment, supplies and other property financed from the PBF shall vest in the RUNO 
unde1taking the activities, Matters relating to the transfer of ownership by the RUNO shall be detennined 
in accordance with its own applicable policies and procedures. 

Public Disclosure 

The PBSO and Administrative Agent will ensure that the operations of the PBF are publicly disclosed on 
the PBF website (http://unpbf.org) and the Administrative Agent's website (htlp: .mptfunclp.org), 
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Annex A.2: Project Administrative arrangements for Non-UN Recipient Organizations 

(This section uses standard wording -please do not remol'e) 

Accountability, transparency and reporting of the Recipient Non-United Nations Organization: 

The Recipient Non-United Nations Organization will assume full programmatic and financial 
accountability for the funds disbursed to them by the Administrative Agent. Such funds will be administered 
by each recipient in accordance with its own regulations. rules, directives and procedures. 

The Recipient Non-United Nations Organization will have full responsibility for ensuring that the Activity 
is implemented in accordance ,.vith the signed Project Document; 

In the event of a financial review, audit or evaluation recommended by PBSO. the cost of such activity 
should be included in the project budget; 

Ensure professional management of the Activity. including performance monitoring and reporting activities 
in accordance with PBSO guidelines. 

Ensure compliance with the Financing Agreement and relevant applicable clauses in the Fund MOU. 

Reporting: 

Each Receipt will provide the Administrative Agent and the PBSO (for nairntive reports only) with: 

Type of report Due when Submitted by 

Bi-annual project progress 15 June Convening Agency on behalf of all 
repo1t implementing organizations and in 

consultation with/ quality assurance by 
PBF Secretariats, where they exist 

Annual project progress 15 November Convening Agency on behalf of all 
repmt implementing organizations and in 

consultation with/ quality assurance by 
PBF Secretariats, where they exist 

End of project report Within three months from Convening Agency on behalf of all

covering entire project the operational project implementing organizations and in 
duration closure (it can be submitted consultation with/ quality assurance by 

instead of an annual repo1t PBF Secretariats, where they exist 
if timing coincides) 

Annual strategic I December PBF Secretariat on behalf of the PBF 
peaeebuilding and PBF Steering Committee, where it exists or 
progress report (for PRF Head of UN Country Team where it does 
allocations only), which not 
may contain a request for 
additional PBF allocation 
if the context requires it 

Financial repo1ts and timeline 

Timeline Event 

28 February Annual renortine - Reno,t Q4 exnenses (Jan. to Dec. of nrevious vear) 
30 Anril Renart OJ exnenseslJanuarv to Marchi 
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uses (Januar' to Ju 

Unspent Balance exceeding USD 250 at the closure of the project would have to been refonded and a 
notification sent to the Administrative Agent, no later than three months (31 March) of the year following 
the completion of the activities. 

Ownership of Equipment, Supplies and Other Properly 

Matters relating to the transfer of ownership by the Recipient Non-UN Recipient Organization will be 
determined in accordance with applicable policies and procedures defined by the PBSO. 

Public Disclosure 

The PBSO and Administrative Agent will ensure that operations of the PBF are publicly disclosed on the 
PBF website (http://unpbf.org) and the Administrative Agent website (http:www.mptfundp.org) 

Final Project Audit for non-UN recipient organization projects 

An independent project audit will be requested by the end of the project. The audit report needs to be 
attached to the final narrative project report. The cost of such activity must be included in the project budget. 

Special Provisions regarding Financing of Terrorism 

Consistent with UN Security Council Resolutions relating to terrorism, including UN Security Council 
Resolution 1373 (2001) and 1267 (1999) and related resolutions, the Patticipants are fim1ly committed to 
the international fight against ten·orism, and in particular, against the financing of terrorism. Similarly, all 
Recipient Organizations recognize their obligation to comply with any applicable sanctions imposed by the 
UN Security Council. Each of the Recipient Organizations will use all reasonable efforts to ensure that the 
funds transferred to it in accordance with this agreement are not used to provide support or assistance to 
individuals or entities associated with terrorism as designated by any UN Security Council sanctions 
regime. If, during the term of this agreement, a Recipient Organization determines that there are credible 
allegations that funds transferred to it in accordance with this agreement have been used to provide support 
or assistance to individuals or entities associated with terrorism as designated by any UN Security Council 
sanctions regime it will as soon as it becomes aware of it inform the head of PBSO, the Administrative 
Agent and the donor(s) and. in consultation with the donors as appropriate. detennine an appropriate 
response. 

Non-UN recipient organization (NUNO) eligibility: 

In order to be declared eligible to receive PBF funds directly, NUNOs must be assessed as technically, 
financially and legally sound by the PBF and its agent, the Multi Partner Trust Fund Office (MPTFO). Prior 
to submitting a finalized project document, it is the responsibility of each NUNO to liaise with PBSO and 
MPTFO and provide all the necessary documents (see below) to demonstrate that all the criteria have been 
folfilled and to be declared as eligible for direct PBF fonds. 

The NUNO must provide (in a timely fashion. ensuring PBSO and MPTFO have sufficient time to review 
the package) the documentation demonstrating that the NUNO: 

► Has previously received fonding from the UN, the PBF. or any of the contributors to the PBF. in

the country of project implementation

► Has a current valid registration as a non�profit, tax exempt organization with a social based mission

in both the country where headquarters is located and in country of project implementation for the
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duration of the proposed grant (NOTE: If registration is done on an annual basis in the country, 

the organization must have current registration and obtain renewals for the duration of the project, 

in order to receive subsequent funding tranches) 

► Produces an annual repmi that includes the proposed count,y for the grant

► Commissions audited financial statements, available for the last two years, including the auditor's

opinion letter. The financial statements should include the legal organization that will sign the

agreement (and oversee the country of implementation, if applicable) as well as the activities of the

count1y of implementation. (NOTE: If these are not available for the country of proposed project

implementation, the CSO will also need to provide the latest two audit repmts for a program or

project based audit in country.) The letter from the auditor should also state whether the auditor

firm is pa,t of the nationally qualified audit firms.

► Demonstrates an annual budget in the country of proposed project implementation for the previous

two calendar years, which is at least twice the annualized budget sought from PBF for the project49 

► Demonstrates at least 3 years of experience in the country where grant is sought

► Provides a clear explanation of the CSO's legal structure, including the specific entity which will

enter into the legal agreement with the MPTF-O for the PBF grant.

49 
Annualized PBF project budget is obtained by dividing the PBF pro_iect budget by the number of project 

duration months and multiplying by 12. 
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Annex B: Project Results Framework (MUST include sex- and age disaggregated data) 

Affected communities demonstrate 
improved capacity to prevent or manage 
climate change induced conflicts 

Evidence 'gCnCrated and' larOwledge 
shared between Gambian 'Communities 

List ohictiVitfos uhdcf'this Output 

AdiV_it)r,, fJ: l _-Cbnctu'ci:ncCds 
a'<;sessmell_t!_mapp:in'g Of conflici'prorie 
communiiies'tq:targCL response 
solution_s 

Activjty LI.2 Study visits/ex'chatlges 
to-Sh'arc--piaCtices. and prom·otc 
rclatioflShip-buiJding among 
communities. 
Activity 'f,{3 B\fidcncci generating 
tli!oJigh _c�tJSultancy foi Pf◊-gia_thinin·g
and sharing with the-'contlictand 
Cfim'at� �ariagCmcfit sc'ctOr, 
Out:p'utT2 

_qlcal ,ciip�citii:S _iind' dialogues to 
ad_dress ge_oder�spedfic,_ �H_mate 

conflict reported among communities. 

Target 50% reduction 

Outprit Indicator LL L Coffipleted assessment of 
Cohflict�Prone _commuhiHesJntiirget-'are_a.-

Baseline: 0 

Target: J 

Out'pt.it_Intlicator l] 2: % ofattend_ces who' 
_perceive: an-in--crease in kriowle_dge on climate
change i_ssues- from-study visits 

_Baseline; n 
TargCt -7(P,{> 

Otitp�flndicatox LI3: #_ ofarticfes:-re_search 
papers; and rcporl�_rcleased 

Ba,;;eline'.-0 
--:TargCt/J 

Output Iri_di(;atOr L2. _1 

#:'-of cOrrini_UO:iti_essm1si_tized _On-_Hnk��c-S between
climate ch_angc and conflict (sensitization) 

'Baseline: O' 

the 

bcg,,mm,gofihc 

TflC 

fornf �llf\Ty}; 

monitoring repors 

Project Activity 
Rt.j)Qrts 

f>foject_ Acti\'ity 
Reports_; 
Surycy; 
motlitoring 
reports 

Project Act_ivily 
Repo_rts, 
monitoring 
reports 

PtOject_:Activify 
Reports 

Examples of 
_media prodti;;tions 

2020 Arumal report

Arinual_rcpm:t and'end oJ 
ptojeCt report 

Annu_af rC:port_-and end of 
projCCt report 

, Anrillal rCpor[ .ind_ erid of 
projec� repcirt"' 
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,C!i,atwe-_in_dUced--Vulnera_biJities :
)mproyed 

LJst \l c�C_ttVltlCS-ruid6f jh1s-c)utµi.i't: 

L2._LiMobilize w()lllen -and youth 
groups:)O_ COftdUct __ ,_-,,- -_ awarencss

'\<?sin& _tct �dd�_Ss clilll�te:-r�I_ak1_i:i�ks
_an<l_cqnt1icts, __ -_ - _ :--_ _- :---- , 
L2.:z- Condui;ta�voca�y :!faini_ng-for 
female faxmers __ to adch:�s _climate 
:change-induced-_vufnerabilities_ 

L23, _;;,_ Create 'advocacy 0pj:,0rtunitics
foi female -fanners Jo ,exchange with 
key decisfon-makei-S t0 ,promote their
role-as,iigents-{}fp�a_ce-

Ou:tPUt 1:3 

-' O4tput Ind_ic.itor ,I-:2.2 

_# ��wO�e�-�iU�d_ on �dvoca�y,;athw_ays to 
_adatqss _cli_

ll]
ate _cha�1ge_-induce_d vulnerabilirie_S

(capa�ity,bhfg.:: _aijvocacy) :-- __ -- _ __
#_-ofcpmmunifies' _,platfonus_ strengttte'ned_ to'
p_romote _ disc_1:15Sion-on_-addressing climate 
illduced vulnerabilities 

Baseline: 0 

Outplir Indic,itor 12.3 

#-of networks of feinale-farm'ers established for 
pU.rt_icipatiori tit adVOcacy' dialogue' 
(inobilization) 

_# of female farmcf:tcngagCd in advocacy
dialoguC,with key decisiofl•makCrS 
(engagement� _advocacy) 

# ofad�ocacrf°-_roins cOtlctUc_tc_a with fCmaJe 
farmCrs and key decision makers,(engagement-: 
'a_dv(kaCy) 

Raselin:e: 0 
Target:_--IO0-diat,guc--

Oitlpiit liidicatof-'l:J.J 

T6 datc: l.50 ht_i,.:c--_bcl!11 
c'apt!Citalt':d-_with'-flinher 
fraii1irig t0-be' coi1duc.(C'd
befoi:-� pr0Jc�r3::rtd 

i.5 con>man,tv d,i2k,;;uc

Pre�, ai:id: P_ost'-
1-' training 

assessmerits'

PrtjjC_ct j\ctiv_it:y
Repo_rts 

Annii'al'rejjprl_arid: ehd'0f,
project r�pOrt 

After each ti:aining/ ses'sion 

_-1�'fter each mii_ning/ sess_ion, 
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Outcome 2: Reduction in negative impacts
of climate-related conflict drivers 

i-'Lical conflict res0fotion
-niCchari.isrit$ sfrCngthCried-

L'iSt 'Of 3'ctivities tlridCr 'tius':Ou'iput:

, i:3,} s�J)poiUnCi_uktve-_cofllnl_µnify:' 
dialogue pJatt9rms t() share_pro�lems,
and __ 1o,sn:engthen-undyrstaI1:ding of 
clitnat�- drnng_e _it1ducc4 conflict,and 
for social inclusion 

I .-3:2, StrengthCii 'cOhlmi:miiy systeniS,,, 
couirrillnity mOnit:OrS and Other 
111edianisms 10 address -existing 
tensions 

#: qf COlUID:uriitS\dial_og�� s_eSSi?ns-?onducted:_to
Strengthen UJldefSt_and_ing of climate _change 
__in,d_uced_c_onflict _(cn_gagcment- �onflict 
mitigatiop) 

,, 

#' Or cut!µr�Laiid s_ri�ial Cvcnfs ofganu;Cct to
minimize and iestore social cohesion 
(�hg.igcioeqt- -s0ciaj -c_ohCSion) 

B<lseliit&. 0 
:fa;g�t;:_ iii :62-rflfr{iB}itv '1l_atm:i-w; -C�}n(iuc'tcCL, 
Qutpu!Ill_dic_a_totL32 _ < __ , __ - _ ,- ,
#'Of pote11tfal conf1ict_s_teferred-to_,a_utl_1_0dt_ies_ by 
traine'd ,community _monitors-_(disaggregated by 
GBV and non-GBV cases) 

#- of mcdiatiori: sCssions conducted 'to address 
C_Iimafo _clrnng�-indiicCd'conflicts' ( engagCment
conflid mitigation) 

BaSclinC: 0 
Target l 50 (qrmriuniry m,mitors.JmilirirOl\a!

Outcome Indicator 2.a 
# incidences of conflict over arable land and
natural resources 

Baseline: 0
Target 'J 
Outcome Indicator 2.b 

# of households reporting increased income as a
result of improved or rehabilitated agricultural 
lands/rangelands a.11d agroforestry 

Baseline: 0 
Target 4000 
Output Jtidjciitor:2.1. I

related
yu!nernhihtic:s 

Rcportcd a1 e.:nd orrw.ice.:!
lhwugb perccp1i,1n 
sun-cys :ind post :ictiYil} 
!"cpuns 

Huniatl -mter'est 
stc.iti�_ i;t:nctuced_ 
(�tten---_or video) 

PrOjCct Activity
Reports 

Project Activity
Reports 

Surveys 

RqxH
.
·tcd ,n cnd_ofrrojvi:1 I Project Activity

thr'1tigh pcr.:cp!1on Reports 
;;urYcys and p,·,:--t activit� 
rCf)flr!'.s Surveys 

Reports _froni , 
training 
inStiiutiOnS

After'each--tiairiihg/ session 

Inception and end of project 

Inception and end of project 

After eiich tratnipg 
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Enhanced land; wafer, and, woodland 
�at}agemcnt technitjll�_ fil_ci_ 

1-\u1derstood b)l:.con1lll'!JDities 

1• Lisf of actiVitie·s _ ·under-tbkQutput:' 

Acti_"ity ·2; 1. l _ T�ain�g �n-�_--:�apitcity
de:vc_lopment in n_atu�J-TCsourcc 
mfl!l:J;tgem_ent 
Outpu(L2 

i:\deqµa_te �ii�iite_-re$ilierit fnitiatiyc_s 
are·_dc�el_qped an:a- strcngthened·at
community_Iev_el 

List qf'acii�itienmder this _Output� 

A�tiVitY 22._l :1�iiiate· _collective
reforestation• of wood-lots-or 

• _agt'ofofcslry ·across <liyided·
cotrimunities

Adi vi qi :Z.2._2 Deve_lop· cCi'nununity
Wo'rk 'iriitifitivis ·acroSs divided
Cci1i1munities On the-desa!inri.tiOn of 
itrablc lands

Afti�i1y_2.2:3· p·eveloJ) coll_e_c�ive. wofk
acro_ss di�ided _commqt1itiesJo build
small infrastructures such-as gabions
mid-dykes

:#_ .of pe_ople/fain�_d{S_kjUS.:_: 
I�n�_eering/gnv_ir{)_nnl�.t_al_ PfOt��9t1/ 
Li_veiih()Od tecln10Iogi_es) :disaggr_egated_· bY-:sCx- •
antl,'age 

BU.Seline:)( 
Tai'get:)no 

Olltput _ lndicatoc;-.-2._1 

Hectares_-(ha).ot_forCst _p _latit�� and 
established/forests restor�d-,;_:targd· t t 

Hectares (ha}'0:fc9mmuni_ty Wood.fots_--targci S 

Hectares (ha) of fruit tre_es-planted 

#_o _f diff CrCnt _c·o_n:ill1µtiiti�s .engag_Cd · fo. 'each
activit'y-(disaggregated by sex _ _  and agey.:...-- ta;gc:f 
6. 

_Change in pcr_ccption· ofcommunitii!S towards 
each othCr--·targ.ct 6 

Basc!ine:.O 
Ta·rgef:_'See. above 

Otitj)ut lndicator 2.2.2 

HectarC$ (h:a}_'Of cultivated lan_d tre.ite�--ru.ld 
con:sci:vcd-w_ith p_hysic_al soil.and wa�er 
.conservation 

BaseUne'.-0 
target: :1 
Outp_Ut-hi�icator 22} 

_fiectares·. (ha)_ {lf_ agricultural· 1_and bCt1C:fititlg 
from: .ne_wlrl!h�bilitated ;trigation Sch�m_es 
Cit1cluding itp_g�tion _canaI c_on,str�cti?n.:_spedfic 
,rotection measures, ·embatikinents, etc..) 

p.urt'.e�1tlf- b'eei1 pi anted 
tlu:ough � �he:pi:�)j:Cct of 
fn1it and.wood m::ts: over 
'i P' C'i1fomuriil'ie::.:·F1ueJ·ha 
COyCrag;;_,.,..-;u ·..:Uli:Lilalecl 
Ju-:s_)ln.·ej-�s co'n_d.liCti:d after 
·an- acth·i1k.1 cninpktcd_ 

,Training 
certificates 

·ero.j_cCt A9tivity''
Repor_ts_

l_'f(}jecl ACtivity 
Reports 

Project-Activity 
Repof!s 

Anhual.feporfand Cild_'of 
1
' ·project:�eport

, 

Annu'al re_port an·d_'_etld _()f.
project repqrt 

':Ani_mal_report ·and:end ·or
pr<lj�C.t reporr: 
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Outcome 3: Dependency on diminishing 
natural resources reduced through income
diversification and climate-friendly 
solutions 

l�novatiVC·.coriunun_ity�based solutions
for new.sources ofrcvCnue faCJlitated 

L is{ofact'Hrifies um!-CcthiS: _Oinpllt_: 

Activity3_:1._i-- ROH Out.skills· arid 
busine�S-training_&Saci_litate access ·to
financef:start kits _focus_lng oit Jvomen 
an_d youth-_ 

ActiVity;J.f.2 - Provis_10·n of equipmbnr 
a_Ud·prridUctiV_e-_assets to mak�·th_c'-us·e
()f dep_IeH_ng resour.ees-more effi_cicnt 
(CCO•St()VCS',_ibriquettii:lg} 

Activity 3J :3 �:_ Et],gase wotpen and_ 
-yo_uth. in: c<mflict�pronc:con1nmniti_cs to ..

� • o(Msis't�d: ci:unirill�itfos·_��ith -itnIJ!�.vtd 
physi�_al in_fu!structt.tres-to,:"1itig.lte}liC iinPact ot
_shock�,:fo pl,tce as_ .a-result ofprojectassistan.ce • 

·£aselin:e:._O
t¥g�t:_2hA·�-�-cQ!nri_1ufilt.fu_s
Outcome Indicator 3.a

Change in average income of youth and women

Baseline: TBD at enrolment stage 
Target: increase of 20-30% after the completion
of the project

Outcome Indicator 3.b: % of assisted women 
and youth with new climate-friendly sources of
income 

Baseline:
Target: 
Qutput indicator J. l. l 

#. o(i.voiuCn_ and "youth_s coni.p_lcting skills an:d
business· tr�inings-

Bfi�l_i _ne:-_0 _
Target:250 

Output Indicat0� 3_. l-.2 

# -_o_f coinm_un:ity_:.fosed:prodfiction fa_ciliiies
created or stfe.ngthcned 

Basclin·e: 0 
Target: 4 "(2 in-NBR and"-2 fa CRR

Rcrx)rtcd at end of prnjcct
lhrnugh perception 
_-;UJYcy:-; and rust adivit) 
reports 

Survey 
questionnaire

Rqwr
.
kd at cnd_nf'projcct I Survey 

1hwuµh pcn.>.:pt;on questionnaire
;;on cy� and pnst acti.,,-it; 
n.:p,>rh 

182 :n;;rsons 'havi: bcr:n
traincd._22.0.J,)olh ·and. 
,,.,0111..:n_ on Jwn.;:y 
phn.!uctioh, bc¢]-::cqi1ng.
;md_,cr:,n productimL·{<:! 
e¢ri1605·1.r.�i.i:ed nr,· 
packaging_ �od _�ct�Ct:t;d.
p·nrticipants_-ivill ;ll;ip 
_ret"ci\e s_upp()1:t in_ thC-
1\irnl of_;ic.:css·to finaoCG
or_ "loof!(it'>_: aJ'ieY 1 bi: 
�,inrepi:cHcu�l:t"i p:· -�

-obt 
camp.al.'.ti..,·itv. 

<:CO-

R�ports _from
trainih:g 
insiituticins 

Training 
cei:i."ificates

Prbject-fCJ}_orts 

Inception and end of project 

Inception and end of project 

Afl:e"r ea_ch training 

A:Ufl_U"al-iePQrt-and· end of 
projec_t report 
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d��_ct�_P � -r:>f{)lll(fte:the use· of 
c�Jtlla_te_-frfonfily-pr()ducts 

OUtf)uf�:2.--:-New,markct:sOilltfons 
d_evelcipc_d 

Lisi\lf·activities un:d¢r t1lis Outpirf: 

Attiviiy"J.2. l __ ;;. D6Ve1◊p new.business 
opjJOrtunities" throtigh co__opciativ(bs, 
_¼'Omen's_groups,_netw_orks, and 
busines_s linkages 

ActiVity._32:2 ·-_Facilifute fue 
participation of co_mm_u-11i_ties_ iri_ trade 
fairs, lumos and other trade.fairs: 

Outputlndicator3.L3 
•.. - .. - -:: . ,.· 
'# • oi cliina(e�fnCndI:Y-#todtiefs-pi,oduce·d 

H.tselillC:-0 
Target 490 

Outptit lndicatOr J2.-� _ 
_; #-of ne\\t_fuarkCt 0Ut1e�s �evCfopCd 3llct; l11ai;kCt. 
linkages·crcate_d 

Baselinc:0-
Targci_:· lO. 

Output Indicafor·32.2 

# of trade fairs lumos and trade fairs facilitated 

B�iseline: 0 
Target ·w 

6 tric,d,, htma,,a." 

pmdt1Gik•npani_cipr,riis t6 
;,dt thdr cri1Jl-pi:1_\dw:ts itt 

'----------------------'---�--'------�---�-��-"---�-'---'-'-----��----'----�,_.,_t!0Ji.;0'c<'c-"cibi!ic. Tradc.F"air, 

Pi:_oj_ec1:_.:A ctivity_
Reports 

Partner repcirts 

'Annual ·report ·and end of 
PiOJeCt,repOrt -

_'Annuat:repo_it aiid.end-_.of 
,Project report 

Annual -repbrt iind Cnd of 
project report. 
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Annex C: Checklist of project implementation readiness 

2. Have TORs for key project staff been finalized and ready to advertise? Plz attach to the submission
3. Have project sites been identified? lfnot, what will be the process and timeline
4. Have local communities and government offices been consulted/ sensitized on the existence of the project? Plea

state when this was done or when it will be done.
5. Has any preliminary analysis/ identification of lessons learned/ existing activities been done" lfnot_ what analy

remains to be done to enable implementation and proposed timeline?
6. Have beneficiary criteria been identified" If not, what will be the process and timeline.
7, Have any agreements been made with the relevant Government counterparts relating to pr�ject implementation 

sites,_;:ipproa_£hes
.;. 

Government contribution? 
8. Have clear arrangements been made on project implementing approach between project recipient organizations:
9. What other preparatory activities need to be undertaken before actual project implementation can begin and

how long will this take?
NIA 
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Annex D: Detailed and UNDG budgets (attached Excel sheet) 
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Annex E: Community Consultation Findings 

Below are the full findings and analysis of the community consultations. Table I lists the communities 
visited, and the identified climate drivers that are present within those communities. The identification of 
the communities was conducted through the Gambian Red Cross Society, via their regional focal points. 
The Gambian Red Cross Society has a Red Cross representative in almost every community in The 
Gambia and so have a large access to community data and grass root information. 

Table l Climate change induced conflict drivers 
Perai Walliba Sambang Sam bang Tambakoto Bassick 

Kunda Fula (CRR) Mandinka 
(URR) (URR) ICRR) (NBR) (NBR) 

Reduced and 
erratic X X X X X X 

rainfall 
Growing land 
infertility X X X X X X 

Salination of 
arable land X X X X X X 

Reduced 
forest X X X X X X 

coverm!e 
Land erosion 

X X X X X X 

Gender-based 
violence X X X X X X 

Unsuccessful 
conflict X X X X X X 

resolution 
mechanisms 

Table 2 Community Consultations Findin!!s 

Livelihood 
income 

Conflict Analysis: Perai & 
Walliba Kunda/U(lper River 
Region (URR) 

& The Mandinka community of 
Perai consists of 682 women 
and 551 men, while the Fula 
community ofWalliba Kunda is 
made up of373 women and 351 
men. In both communities, the 
primary source of livelihood is 
groundnut and rice farming, yet 
there are substantial market 
access challenges, resulting in 
women selling their products at 
a loss. The prices of groundnuts 
are low, and the size of 
production 1s insufficient, but 

Conflict Analysis: Sambang 
Fula & Sam bang 
Mandinka/Central River 
Re!!ion /CRR) 

Conflict 
Tambakoto 
Hassick/North 
Re!!ion /NBR) 

Analysis: 
& 

Bank 

The Fula community of The Mandinka (dominant 
Sambang Fula, has a ethnic group) & Wolof 
population of 245 women and community ofTambakoto is 
208 men. and the Mandinka made up of I 65 women and 
community of Sambang 136, whereas the Wolof 
Mandinka is comprised of 115 (dominant ethnic group) 
women and 115 men. The Fula & Mandinka 
communities are separated community of Bassick 
only by a single street The consists of 236 women and 
short distance was found to 217 men. 
heighten tensions. Before the 
pressing impacts of climate 
change, the communities used 
to be well-known for abundant 

Farming and gardening are 
the main sources of 
livelihood. However. unlike 
women, men have other 
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Impacts 
erratic 

rainfalls 

there are no alternative sources 
of income for women. While 
Perai women still occasionally 
engage in negative market 
transactions m Basse, the 
women of Walliba Kunda have 
no market access at all. Thus. 
they are entirely reliant on 
buyers corning to their 
community, which makes them 
vulnerable to low purchasing 
prices with no bargaining 
power. 

rice yields. As such, both men 
and women used to rely on 
farming. For the past 5 years, 
the population of Sambang 
Fula has not been able to 
engage in rice farming due to a 
land dispute, while Sambang 
Mandinka continues limited 
farming activities in the same 
land. While men have other 
options for income generation 
like tailoring. fishing, and 
baking, women have had to 
resort to complete reliance on 
the collection of roots grown in 
deep \Vaters which are 
processed to mcense 
('Churay'), This is a lengthy 
process, by which women of 
all ages walk 9 kilometers to 
the stream, use heavy tools 
underwater which is said to 
come up ta their necks, and 
then burn the collected roots 
for incense production. A kilo 
of the final product is sold for 
D25, placing si6'Tlificant 
economic pressure on women. 
A minority of women engage 
in petty trading of vegetables 
in a weekly lumo but wish to 
scale their business activities. 

occupational options 
including welders and 
electricians. 

of The harvest of fanning products, mainly groundnuts and rice, has decreased significantly due to 
crop failures as farmers are unfamiliar with changing rain patterns. This has a direct impact on 
the following year's harvest and creates a vicious cycle of poverty and hunger. This year's yields 
are estimated to last up to 2-4 months after which populations are likely to undergo extreme 
household food insecurity, that are expected to increase the existing tensions over scarce natural 
resources. Majority does not have access to locally produced rice, while imported rice is 
unaffordable. Particularly women are in a vulnerable position and have had to withdraw children 
out of schools who are under a risk of malnutrition. 
Intense rainfalls and windstorms have caused erosion, deforestation, and destruction of 
infrastructure, including schools, water tanks, and fences. These have affected the availability of 
education and clean drinking \vater, resulting in communities having to fetch contaminated water 
for drinking from uncovered wells. In Perai. this has led the community to use tree replantation 
funds to recover water supply issues (women do not have agency in these decision-makings). 
Beyond drinking water, the lack ofrainfall also contributes to a deficiency of well water that is 
used for farming and gardening. There are no sufficient irrigation systems for farming. Saltwater 
intrusion has resulted in infe1iile farmland in Sambang Mandinka, Sambang Fula, Tambakoto, 
and Bassiek. 

Deforestation All communities have suffered from deforestation ta varying degrees due to climate change. 
Generally, windstorms have resulted in a reduced number of trees, while logging also takes place. 
Community members have had to cut down timber to meet their livelihood needs due to the 
decreased income because of the reduced harvest. Tree logging by non-community members has 
taken place without the consultation of the community. This has led to conflict between youths 
and loooers. 
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Community 
Relations, 
tensions, and 
conflict 

The relationships between 
community members are 
cordial. However, there are 
tensions over a rice farm with a 
neighboring commlmity, 
Walliba Kunda. This tension 
started about 20 years ago, with 
increased tensions during the 
past 5 years when the two 
communities have undergone 
accelerated effects of climate 
change, as p011rayed in Table I. 

Both communities make 
ancestral claims over the 
disputed farmland. While the 
community members of Perai 
and men of Walliba Kunda 
identify a stream as a 
demarcation of the fmm, the 
women of Walliba Kunda are 
not aware of the bordering line. 
The tensions over natural 
resources have resulted m 
gender-based violence by 
which women of Perai \Vho 
enter the disputed farmland for 
agricultural activities are 
attacked by men of Walliba 
Kunda with machetes and 
knives. These incidents have 
most recently taken place this 
year, leading to the 
hospitalization of Perai women. 
Consequently, Perai women 
have been afraid of working in 
the fann. The Walliba Kunda 
community also lament that 
youths were detained and 
released without being 
informed of the warrant sums 
that would release the detained 
youths. Occasionally, women 
of Walliba Kunda sell their 
products in Perai and vice versa. 
However, the relationships on 
these occasions have become 
increasingly tense. 

The relationships within the 
communities are overall 
tmited. Nevertheless, 
heightened food insecurity and 
malnutrition have forced 
people to seek assistance from 
better-off community 
members. This is identified to 
cause pressure and increasing 
poverty among all community 
members, which. particularly 
m Sambang Mandinka

) 
have 

led to tensions within the 
community itself 

Although Sambang Fula and 
Sam bang Mandinka 
previously shared a strong 
bond and inter marriage 
relationship, the communities 
are currently undergoing 
tensions and conflict due to 
climate change pressures. Due 
to low rainfall during the past 5 
years, the effects of saltwater 
intrusion from a nearby stream 
have worsened by which both 
communities' rice farms have 
become infertile. Sambang 
Fula \Vas forced to the farm of 
Sambang Mandinka due to 
saltwater intrusion and topsoil 
erosion. These climate change 
effects have now expanded to 
the land of Sambang 
Mandinka. diverting both 
communities to a third 
community's land, which 
belongs to Njie Kunda. This 
land is neighbored by a fourth 
community's land, Njugga 
Kunda. Thus, \vithout 
intervention, there is a risk of 
conflict escalation and 
livelihood deprivation when 
the worsening climate change 
impacts expand to other farms. 
Allegedly, as per legal ruling, 
the eonflict has completely 
deprived communities from 
nee farming for 5 years, 
leaving women with limited 
income and livelihood 
onnortunities. This also noses 

Internal relations amongst 
both communities remain 
peaceful. The two 
communities have 
experienced tensions over a 
rice fann since 1994 which 
have escalated within the 
past 3 years due to lack of 
natural resource due to 
climate change. The land 
dispute has impacted the 
implementation of a UN 
project in Bassick, which is 
Cll!Tently on hold. It is 
evident that the increasing 
pressure placed on 
communities due to climate 
change effects. and thus 
scarce resources, create 
competition over 
developmental projects and 
benefits. 
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Attempted 
solutions 
the 
communities 

The government has sent a 
by delegation of 7 chiefs to settle 

the issue over disputed natural 
resources - without success. 
This year, Walliba Kunda paid 
a fee of D10.000 to proceed 
with a legal appeal which 1s 
under process. 

The communities attempted 
solving the issue of illegal 
logging by assigning their 
respective groups of 
community youths to monitor 
the forests. In the occasions 
where they catch tree cutters, 
the youth group asks for fees for 
replantation of the trees from 
the loggers who are caught. 
Sometimes this results 111 

conflicts as the loggers most 
commonly refuse to pay, which 
is when the community alkalo is 
involved. The involvement of 
alkalo is not always successful, 
and is never gender nor age 
inclusive. The collected fees are 
kept m safes. Although the 
charges are meant for the 
replanting of trees, they are 
often used for replacing other 
community items that need 
urgent fixing (like the water 
tank and pump that serve the 
whole community; other wells 
are contaminated). Thus, it is 
suspected that the replanting 
mechanism does not respond to 
adecniate coverave of the 

risks of further malnutrition 
amongst children. 

Sambang Mandinka has 
created their own road and 
entry point to the community, 
which used to be shared with 
Sambang Fula, to avoid 
contact with the members of 
the latter community. 

During the consultations in 
Sam bang Mandinka, the alkalo 
invited alkakos of Njugga 
Kunda and Njie Kunda to also 
attend the discussions. 
Discussions amongst imams, Discussions amongst local 
chiefs, alkalos, and elders have authorities, imams, chiefs, 
taken place to solve the alkalos, and elders have 
conflict over the fann - taken place to solve the 
without success. conflict over the farm -
Allegedly, chiefs no longer without success. A court 
take action when issues are case is in a process over the 
reported to him, thus youths disputed natural resources. 
have reso1ied to react to 
tensions with violence 
( stabbing and destroying 
neighboring community's 
belongings). 

In cases where crops are 
destroyed by opposing 
community members, 
women whose crops have 
been damaged are at a 
critical loss because the 
community men who hold 
decision-making power are 
in favor of an apology
mechanism without 
allowing women to demand 
compensation for their lost 
crops. 
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Suggested 
solutions by 
the 
communities 

logging losses, Cunently, the 
community funds are 
insufficient; thus every 20 liters 
of water costs IO GMD, 
Primarily men take care of 
issuing and allocating the fees 
without women having agency 
over decision making. 

• Continuous replantation of trees & other deforestation technologies;
• Better iffigation systems; 
• Market access support & microfinance;
• Training in sustainable and climate change supportive agricultural practices and other

income-generating activities (fishing, beekeeping, community gardens) that can reduce
negative coping strategies and internal as well as external conflicts

• Equal decision-making power between men and women
• Enhanced community dialogue involving all sectors of communities
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Annex F: Inter Community Migration Example 
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Annex G: Crop Yield Data (Ministry of Agriculture, Crop Yield Database, 20 I 9) 

The below graph pol1rays the groundnut production and yield across regions in The Gambia. CRR, NBR, 
and URR are undergoing the most significant depletion in production within a relatively sh01i time period 
(2012-2018), placing communities under increasing livelihood pressures and tensions. 

There has also been a significant reduction in the cultivated area from 2012 to 20 I 8, which could be 
attributed to erratic rainfall patterns, sa!inization, and the reduction in arable land. 
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,\\rea C 

As illustrated below, the production of groundnut (all types in The Gambia) has generally witnessed a 
decline from 1974-2017 that has aggregated over the years. 

ou nuts 

I I 
�; ;;, r;:, ..:-, 

Respectively, rice yield has also steadily decreased during 1975-2018, experiencing its linear bottom-line 
during 20 I 5-2019. 
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Recipient Agency 1 Recipient Agency 2 Recipient Agency 3
 WFP  ITC  UNFPA 

1. Staff and other 
personnel  $    123,000.00  $    43,000.00  $    30,000.00  $ 196,000.00 
2. Supplies,
Commodities, 
Materials  $    112,835.00  $    10,000.00  $    50,000.00  $ 172,835.00 

3. Equipment, Vehicles, 
and Furniture (including
Depreciation)

 $    182,200.00  $    124,000.00  $ -    $ 306,200.00 
4. Contractual services  $    80,000.00  $    80,290.00  $    60,000.00  $ 220,290.00 
5. Travel  $    54,299.58  $    15,000.00  $    10,000.00  $ 79,299.58 
6. Transfers and Grants
to Counterparts  $    131,600.00  $    170,000.00  $    244,561.00  $ 546,161.00 
7. General Operating
and other Costs  $    17,000.00  $    24,999.72  $    25,999.75  $ 67,999.47 

 Total   $ 700,934.58  $ 467,289.72  $ 420,560.75  $ 1,588,785.05 

Recip Agency 1 Recip Agency 2 Recip Agency 3 Tranche %
WFP ITC UNFPA

First Tranche:  $ 525,000.00  $ 350,000.00  $ 315,000.00 70%

Second Tranche:  $ 225,000.00  $ 150,000.00  $ 135,000.00 30%

Performance-Based Tranche Breakdown

Totals

Totals
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